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Pierre Legrand*

ANTIQUIJURIS CNILIS FABULASf

We do little more than rearrange, adorn, or modernize the old subjects. There
is as if a stoppage of thought. It seems that the mind has fallen into a sort of
inertia. There is vacuity and drought.
-Johan Huizinga'
The illusion that a meaningful appreciation of a legal tradition o r a
legal system can emerge from the discursive space traditionally occupied by comparative work about law is at once tenacious and pernicious. In fact, the comparatist can only hope to gain significant insight
if she is prepared to move beyond the orthodox enunciative boundaries, which have largely confined comparative legal studies to the delineation of legal families and the exposition of legal rules that give
legal systems an oddly reiterative look. Thus, the comparatist must
resist the synecdochic illusion which would lead her to believe that the
representation of a legal system as a body of rules captures the whole
and, therefore, involves no loss. Clifford Geertz's admonition is apt:
'Something ... less muscular is needed, something ... more reactive;
quizzical, watchful, better attuned to hints, uncertainties, contingencies, and in completion^.'^ I argue that the comparatist must operate at
the level of mentaliti Specifically, she needs to focus on those factors
which, although usually intervening in the realm of the unconscious,
mould the structures of thought legal actors use to interpret and understand the social world around them and their own location within it.
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It is on the basis of these cognitive experiences that a legal community
establishes its thought patterns and produces its collective meanings.
Only such a programmatic shift in comparative work about law can
favour the conduct of inquiries into the mythologies of the civil law and
common law worlds with particular reference to prevailing epistemological assumptions, that is, with especial concern for the mode of
coristitution of knowledge, for the way in which rationalities are
shaped. It is these mythologies that perform the mediation between the
objective conditions in which a legal community lives and the manner
in which it tells itself and others about the way it lives. It is also these
mythologies that capture the symbolic and symbolizing attributes with
. ~ the words of John Merrywhich a legal community describes i t ~ e l fIn
man, writing with respect to the civil law tradition, '[tlo understand a
contemporary civil law system you have to know where it comes from
and what its image of itself is ... In most of the civil law world legal
professionals believe in that image. Even those who d o not believe in it
comparatist's aim,
often feel compelled to act as though they do.'"The
thus, is to reveal a layer of knowledge that often eludes the consciousness of a legal community and is yet part of its legal discourse. More
precisely, she should seek to outline the tenets by reference to which a
legal community defines the objects of its study, forms its concepts,
builds its theories. How is it possible for a legal community to think in
the way it does, that is, to privilege a given form of knowledge? How do
particular world-views (Weltanschauungen) become meaningful? How
are other world-views accommodated? How are alternative world-views
resisted?
The concept of mentaliti allows the integration (and the rehabilitation) into the field of study of what is left unformulated, of what is
apparently insignificant, of what remains buried at the level of unconscious motivations - of the non-dit - within legal systems. It is actively
created and constituted within the situated context of a legal community's own daily experiences. As it gives life to an innumerable
number of small facts by placing them in a larger setting and makes
sense of a thousand little details ensuring that humdrum but crucial
aspects of everyday life become more intelligible, the notion of mentaliti
allows for the most authentic expression of a collective identity, what

3 For the importa~iceof a synibolic universe o n a conlnlunity, see Peter L. Berger a n d
Thomas Luckmann The Sorial Co?utructionofXenlity (London: Penguin 1966) 120-1.
4 J o h n Merlynian [letter to the editor] (1987) 35 Am. J. Comp. L. 438, 441.

Michel Vovelle calls 'the treasure of a preserved identity.'$In a privileged way, mentalitb refer to memory, to a form of resistance revealed by
the force of inertia of verbal structures. Accepting that collectivities do
not think and that there is a limit to what can be achieved by the
anthropomorphization of a legal community, it remains that the
psychological notion of mentaliti offers more stability and greater
specificity than elements of the seemingly more objective world, such as
propositions, governed as they are by contingent imperatives."To study
a mentalzti is to work on the longue durie in an attempt to uncover the
framework of intangibles - otherwise known as a 'culture' -which has
determined the identity of a particular legal or lay conln~unityas
communzty.' It is, ultimately, to engage in a phenomenological investigation of what is possible for a legal community and the semiotic subgroups it harbours, such as practitioners, judges, and academics.
Indeed, one cannot afford to study a legal experience without examining what kind of legal experience is possible, for culture lirnits possibilities of experience: it constrains. In this sense, a culture is both a
liminal and a finite space.
The most arresting features of John Brierley and Roderick Macdonald's Quebec Civil Law are precisely the inevitability of its existence
and the zueluctability of its contents. My argument is that Quebec Civzl
Law attracts attention principally as yet another instantiation of the civil
law myth. A first part, covering approximately one-quarter of the book,
offers a historical survey of the civil law in Quebec with a firm focus on
the role and importance of the civil code since its adoption in 1866.
For example, the matter of the relationship of the civil code with other
sources of law and that of its interpretation are addressed at some
length. This section owes much to Brierley's percipient writing3 on
It is articulate, insightful, and stimulating. It also stands in
codificatioi~.~

5 Mict~eiVovelle Idio/opies et ~nenlalil6s(Paris: Gallimard 1982) 22 ('le tresor tl'rc~le
identiie p~'esen,ee').
G Gaston Bouthoul Les mentalilk 4th etl. (Paris: Presses universitaires tle France 19CiG)
11.
7 See Fet-nantl Brautlel Cr.ammai,r d ~ sriuilisatioiis (I'al-is: Flarnmarion 1993) 52-4
(01-iginallyprlblishetl in 1963); Jacques Le Goff La uirillr Euroj,r P/ In n6/rr (Paris:
Editions tlu Seuil 1994) 67.
8 E.g., , J o l ~ nE.C. Brierley 'Quebec's Civil Law Codification Viewetl ant1 Rrviewetl'
Flow
(1!)68) I4 MrGillIJ521; Brierley 'Qt~el,ec's"Common 1,aws'' (droils ro~n~~~ziirs):
Pipon (Mot~treal:U ' i l s o ~LY~ Laflrl~r
Many Are There?' in h~fi1ange.sLouis-Pl~ilil)/~e
1980) 111; Brierley 'The Renewal of Quebec's Distinct L.egal Cultltrc: T h r Nrw
Ciuil (;ode oJ Qu,ebrc' (1992) 42 li?'liJ 484; Brierley 'Lrs langues tl11 Cotle cikil tlu
el nfifilicalion (Montreal: ThCn~is
Quebec' in Le nouveau Code civil : in/er/~rilalioi~
1993) 129.

sharp contrast to the remainder of the text. Accounting for the bulk of
the book, the second part of Quebec Civil Law attests to the trained
inability of civilians to shed the besetting hobble of positivism. It reveals
a holistic project which betrays a search for a totalizing understanding
capable of formalization and which aims to encompass all civilian
knowledge by removing any space of opacity. More than five hundred
pages are devoted to a succession of essays on the law relating to
persons, family relations, property, inheritance and liberalities, obligations, nominate contracts (such as sale and lease), security on movable
and immovable property, and proof. Treatments of commercial and
private international law are also included. I found these studies - a
compendium of often terse and peremptory statements on the posited
law - inadequate to the task of re-presenting a legal culture to itself and
of introducing it to a foreign audience.
But, I d o not propose to engage in a painstaking, if somewhat tedious, counter-articulation of the intellectual project put forward by the
apologists of the expository approach. More interesting, for my purposes, is the way in which Quebec Civil Law reveals how civilian writers
are limited to the dull banalities of positivism by the foundational myth
of the civil law tradition - that of the exhaustive, autarkic, unitary, and
sacred order of the civil law -which they feel, not necessarily consciously, must be preserved and propagated. It is this adherence to civil law
mythology, a phenomenon little remarked upon and yet remarkable,
that explains the civilian's commitment to the atomism of the descriptive approach and that accounts for his inability to shake the yoke of
the glossarial format and to dispel the bland and irenic nature of his
discourse. In other words, epistemological constraints operate in such a
way that the civilian academic is simply not at liberty to produce any
type of text about the civil law, if only on account of his inability to
conceive of alternative genres. This assertion would also forcefully apply
to writers operating in jurisdictions that are more typically civilian than
is Quebec, such as are found in Europe and Latin America. Northrop
Frye is being too prudent - almost optimistic -when he writes that 'it is
not easy to break out of the mental habits formed by a mythical framework.'"
In my elaboration on the allegories of the civil law tradition, as
epitomized by Quebec Ciuil Law, I aim to achieve two objectives. First, I
want to show the relevance of the notion of myth for a deep appreciation of the civil law world. I contend that the comparatist should not be

9 Northrop F v e The Qiltcal Path: An Essay on the Social Context of Lileray Cntictsm
(Bloomington: Intliana University Press 1971) 50.

satisfied with anything less than what Geertz, borrowing from Gilbert
Ryle, calls a 'thick description' of his object of study.'' I further argue
that an appreciation of mythology is the essential key allowing h i ~ nto
operate at that level. Second, I wish to explicate the central tenets of
civil law nlythology itself and demonstrate how Quebec Civil Law faithfully abides by them.
Before turning to the civil law world as such, a few general propositions
may be advanced about myth. An initial question, as noted by Mircea
Eliade, concerns the polysemy of 'myth.' Although the word means
'fiction' or 'illusion,' it also denotes 'sacred tradition, primordial
revelation, exemplary model.' In that sense, therefore, myth means a
'true story,' albeit in a metaphorical guise." Etymologically, the Greek
muthos, indeed, refers simply to a group of words that have meaning.
Yet, one readily expects modern law - and modern scholarship about
law - to have moved away from myth. The Enlightennlent is generally
regarded as having substituted the rational for the irrational as the
referential framework within which the (Western) intellectual quest for
order and meaning is to occur. My thesis is that this transformation has
not, in fact, happened and that myth remains an irreducible feature of
contemporary law: it is constantly to be found within its practices and
its jurisprudence, that is, at both the operative and theoretical levels.12
Moreover, it is wanted, for it fosters the reaffirmation of core values
and beliefs: 'The function of myth ... is to strengthen tradition and
endow it with a greater value and prestige by tracing it back to a higher,
better, more supernatural reality of initial events.'13
The ascendancy of tradition carries concrete implications: 'Myth
assures man that what he is about to do has already been done, in other
words, it helps him to overcome doubts as to the result of his undertaking.'14 In the words of Eliade, '[tlhis periodic reiteration of what was

10 Clifford Geertz ? h e Interpetation oJCult2~res(Lotldoti: Fontaua 1993) 6-10, Geertz is
refel-ring to Gilbert Ryle 'The Thinking of Thoughts: What Is "Le Penser~r"Doing?'
in Ryle C~llacledPapprs 11: Collecled Essays: 1929-1 968 (London: Hutchinson 1971)
480 (originally p~tblishedin 1968).
11 Mircea Eliade Myth and Xeality trans. Willard R. Trask (New 1'ot.k: Harper & Row
1963) 1.
12 T h e pertinence of rnyth is not confined to law. For a discussion of salirnt links
between rnytti and sciet~cr,see, e.g., Paul Feyerabentl Against Aletlrod (London:
Verso 1975) passim, especially 295-309.
13 Bronislaw Malinowski 'Myth in Primitive Psychology' in Ivan Strenski (ed.)
Afalinoruski and the Work o f 1 4 t h (Princeton: Princeton University Press 1992) 114
(01-iginally publisher1 in 1926).
14 Eliade, supra note 11, 141 (emphasis original).

done i n illo t m l ~ o r emakes it inescapably certain that something exists
ab~olutely."~Because of the perpetuation of a referential framework and
of the particular focuses of analysis that it entails or, in other terms,
because of the act of faith that is allowed by myth as 'sacred narrative,""t is not unusual for myth, in time, to appear as a hegemonic
statement. Myth frequently encodes the dominant ideological system in
a given interpretive community. After all, myth accounts for how the
world came to be in its current form. Yet, those who live by the myth from which they derive their faith - refuse to acknowledge its role,
which they regard as menacing: 'In identifying mythical elements in
our own cultural or professional assumptions, we threaten our ethnocentric self-confidence. We discover a psychic dimension which recognizes the power of myth and unconscious desire as forces, not only in
history, but i11 shaping our own lives. We open up a history which
refuses to be safely boxed away in card indexes or computer programs:
which instead pivots on the active relationship between past and present, subjective and objective, poetic and political.''7
Three conclusions follow. First, one notes the primordiality of myth.
Malinowski's words, initially written to describe 'primitive' culture, are
apposite: 'Myth fulfills ... an indispensable function: it expresses,
enhances, and codifies belief ... Myth is thus a vital ingredient of
human civilization; it is not an idle tale, but a hard-worked active
force."' Second, one discerns the irrefutability of myth. The irrefragable character of myth is addressed by Cassirer, who comments that
'[wlhat has its roots in this mythical past, what has been ever since,
what has existed from immemorial times, is firm and unquestionable.
one observes the
To call it into question would be a sacrilege.""hird,
concealed and unacknowledged action of myth. As we direct our minds
to the civil law world proper, it is useful to meditate Paul Ricoeur's
reflection to the effect that the legal mythology is 'the most enticing,
the most fallacious of mythologies, accordingly the most difficult to
deconstruct, but especially the one that resists to reinterpretation the
most energetically,' notably on account of the intervention of legal

15 Ihid. 140 (emphasis origilial).
in Dundes (etl.) Sacred Narrattve: fiadtngs zn the Theoq
16 Alan Dundrs 'Introcl~~c~ion,'
oJAlyth (Berkeley: University of California Press 1984) 1.
17 Raphael Samuel ant1 Paul Thompsorl 'Int~ocluction,'in Samuel ant1 Thompson
( e d ~ 1) Xe Mylhs We Lzve By (London: Routledge 1990) 5 (emphasis original).
18 Mallnowski, supra note 13, 82.
19 Ernst Cassirer An Essay on Man (New Halen: Yale University Press 1944) 224.

rationality in the fabrication of myth.20This adjunction of the rational
(the clear, the rigorous, the continuous) to myth leads Ricoeur to refer
to legal mythology as being 'mytho-logical' ('mytho-logiq~e').~'
The point is made that every myth both presupposes and illustrates a
whole universe so that the student of myth must, sooner or later,
penetrate sophisticated denotative and connotative networks.22The
confines of this essay, however, force me to privilege a reductionist
analysis. I purport to establish how the original myth of the civil law
tradition controls the way in which this tradition continues to be
experienced and re-presented in contemporary civilian communities.
In my view, essential aspects of the civil law tradition can be illuminated
by taking seriously the analogy between the civil code and the Bible
and by examining the implications that follow.23My goals are to
demonstrate that the civil law tradition is built around the primordial
character of a Text, to ascertain the sacred nature of that Text, and to
establish how the preeminence of that Text fosters in the interpretive
community (which it generates) an attitude of subjugation to the Word
and an approach to the study of law characterized by literalism, dogma,
and censorship. I argue that the form and contents of Quebec Civil Law
support my assertions. I propose to divide my argument into a number
of discrete propositions.

First proposition: The civil law is a law of the Text
The concept of 'order' appears as a cardinal element in the legal and
religious worlds of the earliest societies. Nothing escapes the dominion
of order, whether one is talking about the movement of the stars, the
periodicity of seasons, the relations between human beings and their

20 Paul Ricoetlr Le conjlit des interpitations (Paris: Editions du Set~il1969) 364-5 ('la
plus captative, la plus fallacieuse des mythologies, la plus difficile par conseqt~ent5
deconstruire, mais surtout celle qui risiste le plus 6nergiquernent-2 la riinterpritation').
21 Ibid.
22 Norman Austin Meaning and Ba'ng in Myth (University Park: Pennsylvania State
University Press 1990) 2.
23 For innovative reflections by American scholars on constitution-worship in the
United States, cf. Thomas C. Grey 'The Constittition as Scripture' (1984) 37 Stan.
12R 1; Michael Kammen A Machine That Would Go of ItselJ: The Constitution in
American Culture (New York: Knopf 1987); Sanford Levinson Constitutional Failh
(Princeton: Princeton University Press 1988).
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gods, or the interactions between human beings themselves." Indeed,
Simone Goyard-Fabre writes that 'at the bottom of the legal crucible, it
is the need jor order that we notice.'25One of the most influential of such
experiences of legal order in Western history remains that of codification - a distinctive and enduring 'means of ordering reality' and a
'mode of perceiving, of construing, and potentially of controlling the
social field.""
The earliest collections of edicts, often the most ancient documents
to have been preserved from civilizations that vanished as long as four
thousand years ago, were not codes of law in the modern sense. Not
only did they not evidence an attempt to present the totality of a
territory's laws, but often they did not even carry legislative value.
Moreover, they did not appear as a configuration of general statements
partaking of a logical whole." Accordingly, it is usually said that the
first, and most significant, code for Western civilization remains
Emperor Justinian's sixth-century collection of Roman laws, later to be
known as the Corpus Jum's Civilis. But, once again, the word 'code' is
abused, since the bulk of the Roman compilation - that part known as
the 'Digest' - consists of an extensive casuistic patchwork offering
literally hundreds upon hundreds of brief case studies and their soluIt is,
tions, all borrowed from the writings of leading juriscons~lts.~~
however, accurate to say that a much smaller component of the Corpus
Juris Civilis, identified as the 'Institutes' and meant as a student textbook, had little to do with the Kategorienkhre of the Digest and offered
the salient elements that would nowadays be associated with a code of
laws. Most characteristically, the Institutes sought to bring to light
patterns of reality, to define them in terms of their abstract features,
and to arrange them by reference to orders and genre^.^

24 Emile Benveniste Le vocahhire des inslilutions indeeuropiennes 11: Puuvoir, droit,
religion (Paris: Editions de Minuit 1969) 100.
25 Sinlone Goyard-Fabre Essai de critique phinominobgique du droit (Paris: Klincksieck
1972) 273 (enlphasis original) ('Au fond du creuset juridique, c'est ... le besoin
d'ordre que nous apercevons').
26 Donald R. Kelley The Human Measure: Social Thought in the Western Legal Tradition,
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press 1990) 49.
27 Esther Cohen 771e Crossroads of Justice: Lalu and Culture i n Late Medievai Frnitce
(Leiden: Brill 1993) 4-7.
28 See generally 13. Arlkum 'La "codification" de Justinien etait-elle une vi.rkable
codification?' in Liber a7nicorum John Gilissen: Code et conslilution (Antwerp: Kluwer
1983) 1.
29 For the inlellectrral genesis of modern classification, see generally Michel Foucault
Les mots et les choses (Paris: Gallinlard 1966) 137-76.

The Institutes, deriving their inspiration from the jurisconsult Gaius
(who himself had borrowed from an earlier systematizer of Roman
legal science, Scaevola), purported to represent the world as a system
by organizing reality exhaustively around the categories of persons,
things, and actions (the latter term referring to the interactions
between persons and things). It is the primacy thus given to the
knowing subject using words capable of describing the world - the
anthropomorphic focus of the Institutes - that allowed Donald Kelley
to assert that 'Justinian's system ... was in effect the first system of social
engineering.'30 Roman jurists were acting on their unarticulated
fundamental intuition that the world could be organized or harmonized, that social interactions should be captured and re-presented
within the boundaries of written reason, and, finally, that such systematization was intrinsically useful. This deep conviction in the
possibility of instituting an isomorphism between a cognitive system
and the world it purports to encapsulate offers the early demonstration
of a compelling phenomenon which continues to captivate: the faith of
entire legal communities in the probative efficacy of propositional
knowledge.
The end of the eleventh century witnessed an intellectual revival of
the Corpus Juris Civilis as it became the subject of intensive scholarly
study and provided the focus for the establishment of the first law
schools in Northern Italy. Over the next centuries, the Corpus Juris
Civilis and the extensive doctrinal literature which it spawned in writers
searching for the immanent rationality of the Roman compilation
progressively spread across most of Europe and eventually supplemented, or displaced, many of the local customs. In the process, that
body of unenacted Roman law (which also comprised an important
canon law conlponent) became a kind of supereminent law common to
most of Europe, a jus commune. The ever-growing ascendancy of Roman
law, combined with the influence of humanist schools of thought
privileging natural reason and mathematics, produced, in the seventeenth century, learned texts about law purporting to actualize and
order the Roman compilation. The writers of these works aimed to
optimalize the accessibility and, therefore, the usefulness of the Roman
model for European States by 'domesticating' it. In this way, Roman law
was stripped of its more technical aspects and was organized on the
basis of general principles in accordance with natural reason. Doctrinal
writers set themselves the task of expressing these great principles and

30 Kelley, supra note 26, 53.

of exposing them according to deductive logic so that the whole of the
subject-matter would be self-evident.
While one can identify diverse reasons why the view of the world as a
single, determinate, rationalizable order failed to seduce English
lawyers to the same degree and why these accordingly resisted the quest
for formal rationality, the traditional absence of an influential body of
scholarship about law in England, making English law 'a law without
legal ~cience,'~'
must count as an important factor. The argument is
not, of course, that continental jurists were more credulous than others
or that English lawyers were less concerned with the accuracy of their
observations or with rationality. Rather, the English lawyers' gaze was
not bound to things by the same intellectual system on account of the
different epistemological framework within which they were already
operating.32
Nationalistic fervour and authoritarian leaders subsequently channelled the body of learned work that had developed in continental
Europe into the adoption of codes of laws known as 'civil codes,' the
most influential and most celebrated of them - albeit not the earliest
one, for the Prussian civil code had preceded it by ten years - being the
Code ciuil des Fran~aispromulgated into force in 1804 under the aegis of
Napoleon. The French code was in many ways a product of the Revolution and had, indeed, been preceded by four drafts that had been
prepared and rejected in the decade following 1789. The adoption of
the French civil code heralded a move away from a situation which had
been dominated by a mixture of subnational, or local, customs and
supranational law (the jus commune) to a case where the code would be
seen as an important symbol of national unity, whether political or
legal, and as a formal affirmation of the doctrine of equality of all
citizens before the law.
Throughout the nineteenth century, most jurisdictions in continental Europe enacted a civil code, and many ensured that their colonies
did likewise. Interestingly, although some civil codes were imposed
from outside - Napoleon was a particularly keen proselytizer - a
number of countries willingly adopted external models (it is noteworthy that, by contrast, no jurisdiction has ever voluntarily imported

31 J. Walter.]ones Histmica1 Introduction to the Themy of I ~ r o(Oxford: Oxford University
Press 1940) 1 n l , referring to the German legal historian Rudolph Sohm ('ein
Recht ohne Rechtswissenschaft').
32 Iam adapting a thought by Foucault, supra note 29, 55.

the common law t r a d i t i ~ n )Others
. ~ ~ yet developed home-grown products. Looking back, one sees that ' [dluring the last hundred years and
more, codification ... has been the cardinal vehicle of law reform and
unification of the national laws.'34 Thus, Csaba Varga reports the
findings of a UNESCO investigation published in 1957 which show that
the form called 'codification' then existed in 67 per cent of known
legal systems and that each system included an average of six codes.35
One is tempted to quote Michelet: 'It is an important sight to witness
the main legal symbols reproducing themselves in all countries, across
the age~.'~"n the process, the link between codification and the
politico-legislative realm became firmly embedded. The perception of
codification 'as an act of the deliberate and unfettered will of the
ruler,'" as an act of power, has indeed led some authors to assert that
'codification is nothing but a means for the state to assert its domination by shaping and controlling the law.'38Mallieux, who presented the
1804 French code as 'a collection of orders given by the Master of the
State,' would have c~ncurred.~'
The importance of a ci\il code for a jurisdiction having adopted that
form of legal ordering can hardly be exaggerated. A civil code is norma
normarum. As a leading English historian reminds us, 'do not suppose

33 For stimrrlating analyses of the factors underlying legal transplants, see generally
Rodolfo Sacco Introduziotzc a1 dirz'llo cornparalo 5th ed. (Turin: UTET 1992) 147-52
(emphasizing the inipol-tance of prestige); Ugo Mattei 'Efficiency and Legal
Transplants: An Essay in Comparative Law and Econon~ics'(1994) 14 Inl. R. of L. &'
Econ. 3 (stressing the role of efficiency).
34 IIessel E. Yntenia 'The Jrrrisprudence of Codification' in Alison Reppy (ed.) David
Dud& Field: Cenlenaig Essays (New York: New York University School of Law 1949)
251.
35 Csaba Valga Codificaliot~ as a Socio-Hista'cal Phenomenon (Budapest: Akadimiai
Kiad6 1991) 18.
36 Jules Michelet 'Origines d u droit f r a n ~ a i cherchees
s
dans les symboles et formules
d u droit universel' in Paul Viallaneix (ed.) Oeuvres co?npktes 111: 1832-1839 (Pat-is:
Flanimarion 1973) 640 (origi~iallypublished in 1837) ('C'est un important
sprctacle d e voir les principaux symboles juridiques se reproduire chez tous les
pays, a travers tous les Pges').
37 F.A. Havek Lalo, Legislatio,~and Liber/y I: Rules and Order (London: Routledge &
Kegan Par11 1982) 84.
38 Varga, supra note 35, 334.
(Paris: Giard 1908)
39 F. Mallieux 1,PxigPs~des codes el In nnlzlrp d z ~misonnp?nent jtc~idiqz~e
9 ('rrn reccreil d'ordres tlonries par le maitre d e I'Etat'). Cf. William T . Scott
P
Sn'ozces: FiJtIr Round
'Codification' in Roberta Kevelson (ed.) Lalo and I ~ Human
Table oil Laro and Semiolics (New York: Peter Lang 1992) 429: 'the central concept is
that of control.'
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that a civil code merely settles legal details: those small rules which will
interest none but lawyers.' Rather, it deals 'with the most vitally important of all human affairs.'1° What makes a civil code so significant from
the perspective of a given society is that it has as its object the various
passages or events in the life of the citizen and that it seeks to apprehend the world of interactions, social or otherwise, between one citizen
and another. A civil code, for instance, is concerned with acts of birth,
the authority of parents over their children, adoption, marriage,
divorce, ownership, inheritance, contracts (whether sale, lease, or
loan), and accidents." As will have been apparent, one finds here the
same organizational trilogy that had characterized Justinian's Institutes:
persons, things, and actions. It must be emphasized that modern codes
systematically adopt this general outline or a variation thereof. The
similarity is all but coincidental, for, as I have explained, the intellectual roots of contemporary codes can all be traced to Justinian's
conipilation through at least seven hundred years of writing about law.
The web of relationships in which facts and events are placed as they
are re-presented in terms of a code is not, therefore, the product of
short-term experience alone: every code is an heirloom, the legacy of
an incalculable sequence of generations."
A code is a cosn~ology.It attests to an effort to establish a body of
absolute knowledge inscribed in categories, typologies, and polarities.
The architectonics of a code finds its expression in a coherent structure
which, in the case of the 1804 French Code civil, proceeds from books to
titles to chapters to sections to subsections to articles. Through the
series of pithy statements that are subsumed within this hierarchy of
divisions, the code purports to offer a fully cohesive re-presentation of
reality as it has come to be experienced by members of the society in
which it is drafted - or, possibly more accurately, as they would wish to
experience it. With a code, reality is abstracted through a process of
meiltal ordering: it is temporalized and spatialized. Reality is also
ordered, the provisions of a code being numbered consecutively in an
uninterrupted sequence - the French code, for instance, beginning
with article 1 and concluding with article 2283. In this sense, therefore,

40 F.W. Maitlancl 'The Making of the German Civil Cotle' in H.A.L. Fisher (ed.) 7'l~e
Collectrd Pnprr:r o j F7eder.i~William Maitland 111 (Canibridge: Cambridge University
Press 1911) 481.
41 For an admirable description of the contents of the typical civil code, see Bernard
Rudtlen 'From Cristoms to Civil Codes' 7Re Tunes L i l e r a ~SupplPme?tt 10July 1992,27.
42 I very closely paraphrase obsetvations on language by Norbert Elias U t e Symbol
7'heoq (London: Sage 1991) 129.

it does not seem excessive to assert that a civil code is a legal fiction
since it represents a moulding or shaping of the world, 'the crafting of
~~
the Latin fictio refers to 'creation' just as it
a n a r r a t i ~ e . 'Indeed,
connotes 'simulation.'
The result is an exhaustive and autarkic text. The code is exhaustive
in the sense that it is without gaps as regards those fields of law it
purports to embrace. Within its general ambit, a code, in other words,
is never silent. Even when an issue arises which it does not explicitly
address, the code makes provision for how such matter must be pursued. The autarky of the code, for its part, arises from the related idea
that all of the basic law, pertaining to those fields of law covered by the
code, is to be found in the code and not elsewhere and, moreover, that
all of the code's provisions hide an underlying and fundamental unity.
This is not to say, of course, that the code cannot accommodate
legislative interventions outside its confines. Indeed, such measures are
adopted daily in every jurisdiction where a civil code is in force. But,
these statutes and regulations claim only adjectival status in the sense
that, irrespective of their substantive importance, their application
assumes, explicitly or not, the existence of the primary body of principles, doctrines, and rules to be found in the civil code. Moreover,
when a statute or regulation is silent on a given issue, the interpreter
naturally falls back on the civil code which, therefore, always acts as the
legal substratum of the legal order: it is incontournabk.
The virtues of exhaustivity and autarky claimed by civil codes show
how the ascription of the label 'code' to a legislative intervention is
hardly sufficient to turn a statute or regulation into a code. An illustration may be helpful. Article 1-103 of the American Uniform Commercial Code states that the application of the code depends not only on
the provisions of the code itself, but also on a body of law - the common law and the law of equity - which, given its historical role within
American law, cannot be regarded as being of adjectival character. In
other words, there exists, in the case of the Uniform Commercial Code,
a body of law that is of basic or fundamental character, that is necessary
for the application of the Code, and that is to be found outside the
Code itself. The Uniform Commercial Code is clearly not autarkic; it is,
therefore, not a code in the traditional sense.
These remarks would be incomplete without at least some brief
consideration being given to the matter of form, for a civil code is a

43 Natalie Zemon Davis Fiction in lhe Archives (Stanford: Stanford University Press
1987) 3.

noetic project linking norms and for~ns."Robert Blanch6 notes that
abstraction, through the formulaic expressions retained by the code,
implies g e n e r a l i ~ a t i o nOne
. ~ ~ could add that codification also entails a
stabilization and permanentization of the legal vocabulary. A code,
thus, appears as a canonized form; indeed, Weber could write of the
French civil code (with pardonable exaggeration) that many of its
epigrammatic and monumental sentences 'ha[d] become parts of common parlance in the manner of ancient legal proverbs."Wlearly, its
systematicity and the prescriptive power of its lapidary provisions confer
to a civil code a singular persuasive strength that captures the imagination of its interpretive conimunity, in whose eyes it readily appears as
inviolable and incontestable.
For all jurisdictions that have fostered a civil code, the field of law known as the 'civil law' - that is subsumed under the institutional trilogy has consistently remained, by far, the rnost prominent branch within the legal order. Again, this assumption of centrality by the civil law,
and by the civil code which is the civil law's cornerstone, finds its
origins in the days when it was the focus of Justinian's cornpilation in
the sixth century. In France, for example, the civil code acts as a
citizens' constitution." It is arguably a more powerful legal symbol than
the formal constitution itself.'' Perhaps the relative significance of the
civil code may be ~neasuredby the fact that although France has experienced fifteen constitutions since 1'789, the 1804 code remains: les
constitutions passent, le code reste. It is in the civil code, for instance, that
one finds a proclamation of the right to private ownership and its

44 I have adtll-essed the rnatter at greater length elsewhere: Pierre Legl-anti, 'Civil Law
Codification in Quebec: A Case of Decivilianization' (1993) 1 7m'tscl~?ijl/ur Europniicl~csPriunlrecl~l574.
45 Robert Blanche L'nxiomnliquf (Paris: Presses riniversitait-es tle France 1955) 76.
46 Max Weber Eronolny and Son'etv I1 Grrenthel- Roth ant1 Claus U'ittich (eds) (Berkeley: University of California Press 1978) 865 (originally published in German in
1922).
47 For the 'constitutional' status of the Freuch civil code, see Jean Carhonnier 'Le
Cotle civil' in Pierre Nora (etl.) Les limx dc rnhtnoiw 11: Ln iVa/ion vol. 2 (Paris:
Gallimar-rl 1986) 308-9; Bernard Rutlden 'Soviet Civil Law,' (1989) 15 R. oJSocialist
L. 33 (now R. oJCen/,nl b'Ea.s/Eurnpenn I,.). Cor~tra:Antonio Cambat-o 'Cotles ant1
(:onstitutions in Civil Law' in Alfredo Mortlechai Rabello (ed.) E111.ofieanI q a l
7iadilions and Isracl (Jerusalem: T h e Hebrew Univrrsity of,Jerusalem 1994) 157.
48 For a reflection on Dutch legal culture as offtxrir~ganother example of a civilian
the constitution is not centt.al to the political tratlitioti ant1
legal c ~ ~ l t u where
re
cal.t.ies liniitetl symbolic p r o n ~ i n e n c e see
, W:J. Witteveen 'The Symbolic Constitution' in Bert van Roermuntl (etl.) Constil~rIio?znlRmino: 77zeorctical and Comnpnrative
Kluwer 1993) 94, 100.
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corollary, a prohibition against expropriation without compensation.
Likewise, it is the civil code that asserts the binding character of
contracts and the integrity of the human person. One understands
better how, in his famous reply to Vklez Sfirsfield's draft Argentine
Cddigo Civil, Alberdi felt moved to refer to the civil code as the 'civil
constitution of [his] country.""
The hypertrophy of the civil law as compared with other fields such
as criminal law or constitutional law reflects itself in the heightened
status of teachers, practitioners, and judges operating within the
intellectual confines of the civil code and its tributaries, in the structure
of the legal studies curriculum (where, for instance, a first-year introduction to legal studies is, effectively, an introduction to the civil law),50
and in the prestige attached to writing about the civil code and civil law
in general. Thus, Jean Carbonnier argues that 'it is the civil law's
traditional vocation to offer models to the other legal discipline^.'^'
Andrk-Jean Arnaud makes a related point when he writes that 'the civil
law contains the philosophical premisses of all legi~lation.'~'
Indeed,
one author refers to those branches of the law that do not partake of
the civil law as 'illegitimate child[ren] .'53 The use of the synecdoche by
anglophones, who systematically refer to 'civil law systems' or to the
'civil law tradition,' captures some of this dynamics.
In all civil law jurisdictions, therefore, the law is (and has been, at

49 ,Juan Bautista Albertli El Prqy~ctode G d i g o civil para la Republics Argentina (Paris:
.Joltby & Roger 1868) 1. For this debate, see generally Victor Tau Anzoategui La
codl/icacidn en la Avgentina (Buenos Aires: Universidad de Buenos Aires 1977)
373-85 ('Constituci6n civil de mi pais'). I am grateful to Xavier Lewis, of the
European Commission, for alerting me to the relevance of these texts for my
research.
50 For the histoly of introductory courses to law in the civil law tradition, see generally
Prosper-Lo~~is-A~tg~tste
Eschbach Introduction ghirale a l'btude d u droit 3d ed. (Paris:
(:otillon 1856) xiii-xxiv; N. Falck Cours d'introduction gd71hale a L'itud~d u droir 4th ed.
trans. C.-A. Pellat (Paris: Gustave Thorel 1841) 46-53 (with specific reference to
Germany). A decree of 19 November 1859 suppressed the chair of 'general
introduction to the study of law' ('introduction ginel-ale i I'etude du dl-oit') at the
Facultb de droit of Paris: D. 1859.N. 116.
51 Jean Carbonnier Droit civil: Introduction 22d ed. (Paris: Presses universitaires de
France 1994) no. 1, p. 15 ('le droit civil a dans sa vocation traditionnelle d'offrir
cles modi.les aux autres disciplines juridiques').
52 AndrP;Jean Arnaud 1Cssai d 'analysesl~uduraleduCode rivil fran@is: La rigk d u jeu dalts
In paix bourgeoise (Paris: L.G.D.J. 1953) 5 ('le Droit civil ... contient les premisses
philosophiques de toute la legislation').
53 John W. Van Dol-en 'Things Fall Apart, or Modern Legal Mythology in the Civil
Law Tradition' (1993) 2 WidenerJ. Publ. L. 445, 466.

least since the sixth century) a law of the Text in the sense that everything that is re-presented as the 'legal' has followed from a pivotal text,
for many centuries a Roman compilation and more recently a civil
code. Normalization having proved such a determining intellectual
phenomenon in the history of the civil law tradition, the civil code
appears as the key to the legal order prevailing in civil law jurisdictions
and, moreover, as the essential clue to an understanding of the unique
features of the civil law mentaliti. Indeed, the enduring system of
thought that finds its manifestation in the institutional trilogy of
persons, things, and actions has been compared in significance to that
other, linguistic, trilogy of subject, object, and verb.54The argument
regarding the value of an emblematic document like the civil code can
also be reinforced in an anecdotal mode.
I found myself at the central station in Milan (Stazione di Milano
Centrale) on 20 December 1993. Having made my way to the newsstand (libreria), I noticed that, along with the illustrated books and
glossy magazines on gardens and gardening, beauty care, first aid,
exercise, honey and health, the test of sex appeal, curing insomnia ('a
practical manual'), sheet music for popular Roman songs, and thirty
ideas for Christmas decorations and presents, the Italian citizen could
also readily acquire a handy copy of the Codice ~ i v i l eBearing
.~~
in mind
that Italy has been said to be the prototypical civilian jurisdiction,
notably on account of the fact that it combines French and German
influen~es,~"hestory of the commodification of the civil code, no less
than solemn disquisitions on the topic (other stories, really!), should
convince the reader that, for an 'average' citizen from a civil law
country, the civil code is very much part of her cultural heritagee5'It is,

54 Kelley, supra note 26, 9. Cf. Shael Herman and David Hoskins 'Perspectives on
Code Structure: Historical Experience, Modern Formats, and Policy Considerations,' (1980) 54 Tul. LR 987, 9 9 4 5 : 'Gaius and Justinian subscribed to a view of
society as a civil drama that develops successively the actors (persons), the stage set
(things), and the dramatic action (modes of acquisition).'
55 In the course of the fortnight that followed, I also spotted the Italian civil code at
train stations in Venice, Bologna, Florence, and Genoa. On each occasion, the
three other main codes - the code of civil procedure, the penal code, and the code
of penal procedure -were also available.
56 John Henry Merryman and David S. Clark Comparative Law: W e s f aEuropean and
Iatin American LRgal System - Cases and Materials (Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill 1968)
254-5.
57 Other anecdotes could make the point: in September 1993, I bought the official
ed~tiotlof the Swiss civil code at the bookshop in a small village in the Valais for the
equivalent of a few dollars. It was on display with maps of the area.
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of course, paradoxical that it should be the civil law that purports to be
made readily accessible to the people, having been initially imposed
onto the people by legislative fiat - nowhere more so than in Italy
where the origins of modern codification can be traced to the Napoleonic conquests - while the common law, although spontaneously
stemming from the people's disputes over the centuries, remains but 'a
brooding omnipresence in the sky.'58
In sum, the civil law world and the civil law mentalitbare informed by
an internalization of the civil code as an act of governmental power
producing a fundamental legal text whose status is derived from the
tenet of primacy of legislation. This doctrine is itself rooted in an
understanding of legislation as a representation of the general consensus, as offering a bastion against inequality before the law, as marking a
clear break with the past, as channelling the law to the people, as
providing an autonomous and self-contained referential system of 'lawfinding' that offers a compelling re-presentation of the existing world
and that acts as a testimony to the values of legal systematization and
deductivism, and as enshrining a form of words conducive to effectiveness and longevity. Within a given legal culture, the civil code, because
of the crucial role it plays in defining the mentaliti of a whole conlmunity of jurists (and, indeed, non-jurists), not only stands for order,
but is a crucial ingredient in its realization. It is "'ordering order" (ordo
ordinans), not "ordered order" (ordo ordinatus).'5"he attraction of the
code, however, also arises from its status as sacred Text.
Second proposition: The Text is experienced a sacred
The civil code is an atavistic legacy of the Bible. It is, itself, a (secular)
Bible.
The conversion of Roman Emperor Constantine in the early part of
the fourth century, the granting to the Church of the legal-corporate
personality, and the establishment of Christianity as the official imperial religion consolidated the belief that the Roman emperor was the
head of the Church and represented Christ on Earth. The Christian
emperors of Byzantium considered it their Christian responsibility to
revise the laws in an attempt to achieve greater humanity. A necessary

58 T h e expression is Oliver Wendell Holmes's: S u u l h a PaciJic Co. v .Jensm 244 US 205
(1916) 222.
59 Ernst Cassirer The Philosoplzy of lhe Enlighlenmml trans. Fritz C.A. Koelln and James
P. Pettegrove (Princeton: Princeton University Press 1951) 240.

step in the process of humanization was regarded to be systematization.
If the encyclopaedic fonrz can legitimately be considered as an agent of
catholicity or d e i f i c a t i ~ n the
, ~ contrnts of the Co~pusJuris Civilis also
offer clear evidence to support the ascription of a holy character to that
legislative document. Thus, Justinian's De concc.l,tione digestorurn - his
instructions to Tribonian, his chief compiler - begins with the farnous
words 'Deo auctore' ('by the authority of God'), a phrase which can
arguably be offered as the historical text where the European idea of
theocracy finds its legal formulation."' While I could highlight various
excerpts from the texts of the jurisconsults collected in the Digest, such
as the one where Ulpian is reported to have written that 'knowledge of
civil law is indeed a most hallowed thing' ('res sanctissima civilis
sapientia') ,"2 I propose to limit my survey to three revealing quotatioris
from Justinian's own De con fir ma ti or^^ dig~storum,his preface to the work:
We, therefore, in our accustomed manner, have resortccl to the aid of the
Immortal One and, invoking the supreme Deity, have tlesirecl that Gocl should
beco~nethe author ancl patron of the whole work."'
[Olur majesty ... arnenclecl, in reliance oil the Heavenly Divinity, anything that
was found to be tlubious or uncertain, and reduceel it to a proper f o r ~ n . ~ '
[W]e gave abuntla~ltthanks to the Suprcme Deity, who has vouchsafecl to us ...
the giving of the best laws, not merely Tor our own age but for all tirne, both
present and fi~titse.""

That Justinian hiniself should have created a climate of religiosity
around his compilation by explicitly conferring upon it divine status
reflects a more widespread phenomenon. As Fiye underlines: 'It is particularly law and religious ritual that are most frequently thought of as
divinely revealed.'" Indeed, as one turns to the revivified Roinan law of
the eleventh and twelfth centuries, one observes that the Corpus Jzrrzs
Civilis was then also readily associated with the Holy Scriptures. Jurists

60 Norrhrop Fryr At~nlofrtjof Crilici~wz(L.ol~tlon:Penguin 1990) 56: 'In the mythical
rnode the rncyclopaetlic form is the sacreti scripture.'
61 I)eo nuclor.~,pr., in Theodor Monlrnsen, f'aul h-ueger, a~rtlAlan Watson (etls) 7.11~
Digest o/',]~ts/itrint~
I (Philadelpt~ia: U~liversityof Penllsylvar~ia Press 1985) xlvi
(hereinafter Digest).
62 D.50.13.1.5, in I)<ysl supra note 6 1, I\', 929.
63 'fhn,tn,pr., in Digest supra note 61, I, Iv.
64 Ibid.
65 'f'maln, 12, in I ) I ~ P supra
. Y / note 61, I, Ix.
66 F ~ y e supra
,
note 9, 36.

asserted that Ror~lanlaws were but divine commands expressed through
the mouth of princes - a credo reflected in the phrase 'Holy Roman
Empire,' reported in use as of 1157." By then, Irnerius had described
the Glossators as 'ministers of things sacred'; later, the Great Gloss
would employ terms like 'sanctio sancta,' 'sacratissimae leges,' and 'donum Dei.lbsA good illustration of the medieval discourse is offered by
Boncompagnus's thirteenth-centu~yRhetorics Novissima: 'In the same
way as God separated the elements from an original material and
brought them to light, Justinian clarified the disorder, the origins, and
the subject-matters of the Law to enlighten scholars and for the glory of
the canon or civil L,aw~.'''~Such perceptions no doubt explain why Dante
thought it apposite, in his Divina commedia, to install Justinian in the
Second Heaven." The links between Roman law and Christinanity also
took another form in that Roman law became the handmaiden (or a
source) of canoil law. Thus, canon law served as an important instrument for the receptiotl of Roman law; for that reason, one can talk of a
'ron~anocanonical'legal system that gradually spread across E ~ r o p e . ~ '

67 Walter U l l n i a ~ ~Lozct
n nrld I'oll/~csin the Mzddlp A g ~ s(1,oridon: The Sources of Iiistoty
Ltd 1975) 95. Tlie later elate of 1254 is offered in Iiarold J . Bet-man Lnrv ortd
Xevolution (Cambritlge, hlass.: Ma~vardUniversity Press 1983) 603 nl5. Nothing
turns on this point for nly argument.
68 Jean-Louis Thireau 'La cloctrinr civiliste avant le Code civil' in Ln docrn'~vjutidiqthe
(Paris: Presses universitaires de France 1993) 18.
69 Pierre Legendre L'o)nozcr r l l c cetzsmr (Paris: Editions du Seuil 1974) 91 n l ('De
ni&meque Die11 divisa les dli.rnents d'une nlatiPre primordiale et les mit ar~,jour,
de
mCme Justinien clarifia Ir desordre, les origines et les rnati6res clu Droit, pour
illunlinel- les savants et pour la gloire du Droit canonique ou civil').
70 Dante 'Divine cornetlie' in Oalvres comp&tes trans. Andre PCzarcl (Paris: Gallinlard
1965), Palndis (Poladi.so)VI, 10, 1402 (originally written between 1316 and 1321).
71 I remain niindful of the resenations expressed by some regarding the use of this
compouncl worcl. See, c g . , IIarold J . Berman and Charles J . Reid 'Roman Law in
Europe and the j u ~coln)nurl/ in Scznlillue iuris: Sltcdi in men~on'adi Gilao Gorh I1
(Milan: GiuffrP 1994) 989.
See, on the close inil~ricationof the ideas of Ro?na~ti/asant1 CItrislinrti(as, the
thoror~gtiexposition in Ullntann. supra note 67. For an extensive treatment of the
influence of Christianity on ttle civil law worltl, with specific reference to the
eleventh and twelftll centuries, see Berman, supra note 67, 47-269, especially
165-98. See also, on the role of religion in the emergence of a Western legal
rationality and, specifically, on the impact of canon law on the formal rationality of
law, Reinhartl Betlclix dlnx W~ber:An I?ttcllectun/ Potlrait (Berkeley: University of
California Press 1077) 3'31-416, especially 401. See also Henri Pirenne Histoire de
IEurope des itzvasions otr X17t ~iiicl*?
7 th ed. (Paris: Felix Alcan 1936) 28: 'it is not
becat;se it was Christian, but 1,ecause it was Romati, that the Church received ancl
presewecl for centuries (he control of society' ('ce n'est pas parce que chrdtienne,

The advent of the French Code civil marked a further consolidation
of the theocentric character of imperial legislation. Napoleon, who, in
the words of Victor Hugo, 'made codes like Justinian,"' proclaimed
himself to be God's servant on earth: 'Who represents God on earth?
As Shael Herman explains, 'the Civil Code was a
The legi~lator.''~
secular gospel, as authoritative as ecclesiastical law had been before the
Revolution. Where papal infallibility was once the inviolable rule, the
Civil Code now stood for legislative infallibility.''4 Accordingly, the civil
law is confirmed as a theocracy, modern law being but the lay version
of canon law, which rested entirely on the sacred authority of the
Supreme Pontiff whose Word was inscribed in the Text, a text at once
unitary and unique, intangible (noli me tangere), and endowed with an
absolute Truth. The lay order becomes but a transposition of the Christian order: at this juncture in history, given the particular institutional
crystallization that is experienced, the legislator is substituted for the
Supreme Pontiff, the code for the Text. It is under the cover of codification that the canonical attributes of normativity, systematicity, and
dogmatics will spread in the legal West.75In his famous recommendations to his son, d'Aguesseau had put him on notice: '[Iln studying the
civil law, you will have learnt the canon law without thinking about it.''"
Against this background, Joseph Vining's argument to the effect that
theology, rather than social sciences or literary criticism, offers an
elucidative analogue to law is better ~ n d e r s t o o dFor
. ~ ~Peter Fitzpatrick,
'[t] he whole community professionally organized around law is redolent of religion, not just in the perception of outside observers but also
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mais parce que romaine, que I'Eglise a recu e t conserve pendant cles siecles la
maftrise de la sociCtC'); Frederick Pollock and Frederic William Maitland The History o/E?zglish Law 2d ecl., I (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 1898) 116.
Victor Hugo h s Mishablesecl. Maurice Allem (Paris: Gallimarcl1951) 688 (originally published in 1862) ('I1 faisait des codes comme Justinien').
Antoine-Clair Thibaudeau Mhoires sur k Consulat (Paris: Ponthieu 1827) 423 ('Qui
tient lieu de Dieu sur la terre? le Iigislateur').
Shael Herman 'From Philosophers to Legislators, and Legislators to Gods: The
French Civil Code as Secular Scripture' [I9921 U. Ill. LR 597, 618.
Jacques Chevallier 'L'ordre juridique' in h droit a @act% (Paris: Presses universitaires de France 1978) 35.
D'Aguesseau 'Premiere instruction' in E. Falconnet (ed.) Oeuvres de d'Aguesseau I1
(Paris: Napoleon Chaix 1865) 75 (originally written in 1716) ('en itrldiant le droit
civil, vous aurez appris, sans y penser, le droit canonique').
Joseph Vining 7'heAuthoritative and the Authon'larian (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press 1986) 5 and passim, especially 187-201. For a presentation of theologyand legal
doctrine as examples of 'dogmatic, interpretive, or symbolic disciplines,' see also
Roberto Mangabeira Unger Knot.uZedgeand Politics (New York: Free Press 1984) 111.
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in its own self-presentation.'" In sum, the established civil law system is
clearer if we remember that the civil law and the legitimacy of civilian
power find their origins in canon law. Interestingly, the association
between Church and civil code was magnified in Quebec due to the
political situation prevailing there since the end of the eighteenth
century. Because Roman Catholicism and the civil law had been
conceded to the French-speaking settlers by the British conqueror,
Church and code later stood together in the battle to maintain a
francophone identity. Thus, from 1866 until the early 1960s, in a
context of exaltation of rural life by much of Quebec's francophone
intelligentsia, the land and the faith were the primary concerns while
the notary and the priest remained the chief notables.'"
But, the canonical character of a text like the civil code - or the
Bible - is not simply a function of its association with the Church. It
also arises from the very fact that it is a text, that is, that it is in print.
The impact of the canon within an interpretive community, its power
in society, 'is predicated upon the written word.''O There tends to arise
within interpretive (legal) communities an unlimited faith for everything that is consigned in a text, on account of what Roger Perrot calls
a 'deformation of the legal mind.'" A text is a weapon against time,
oblivion, and the cunning tricks of the spoken word, which can so
easily modify itself or deteriorate. The written character of words
supplies a concreteness which is missing from oral discourse. The
notion of text is, therefore, historically tied to a whole world of institutions: law, religion, literature, and teaching. A text subjugates; it
demands that it be observed and that it be respected." Jean Ray adds
that all the words that enter a text - for instance, a text of law - are
thereby marked as endowed with a sacred character, a hidden wisdom.
Even though borrowed from the vernacular, they acquire, as the component elements of a text - that is, as the technical elements of a

78 Peter Fitzpatrick The Mytholog)?ofModern Lalo (London: Routledge 1992) 181-2. See
also, on the suffusion of legal discourse by religion, Peter Goodrich Languages of
La70 (London: Weidenfeld & Nicolson 1990) 260-96.
79 David Fraser 'The Day the Music Died: The Civil Law Tradition from a Critical
Legal Studies Perspective' (1987) 32 Lqv LR861,880-1.
80 Jack Goody 7%e Logzc of Writing and the Organization of Society (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 1986) 122.
81 Roger Perrot 'De I'empreinte juridique sur I'esprit de la sociite fran~aise'in Andre
Siegfried (ed.) A~pectsde la son'itifranpise (Paris: L.G.D.J. 1954) 191 ('deformation
de I'esprit juridique') .
82 I follow closely Roland Barthes, in Encyclopaedia Universalis XXII (Paris: n.publ.
1989) sub Texte (Theorie du) .

technical whole that is only intelligible and, therefore, useful, for
specialists - a prestige cloaked in mystery, a holiness which, in the
minds of the lay community, is collapsed with the sign of social authority.R3Ray thus makes reference to 'this holiness of the Law, which is its
permanent and universal feature.'84
One of the salient attributes of the printed word is precisely that of
its immutability. No matter how scathing the criticism of a text, once all
has been uttered, the text remains, unaltered: 'This is one reason why
"the book says" is popularly tantamount to "it is true." It is also one
reason why books have been burnt. A text stating what the whole world
knows is false will state falsehood forever, so long as the text exists.
Texts are inherently c o l i t u m a ~ i o u s . 'A~ ~text is, in other words, res
judicata and, according to the Roman formula, 'res judicata pro veritate
accipitur.''%s Pierre Legendre observes, 'the text offers itself to jurists
not as a historical fragment, linked to given circun~stances,but on an
intemporal and niathematical mode.'" It is of interest to note, in this
context, that Thibaut, in his spirited defence of codification, had
already drawn the equation between civil law and mathematics: 'Many
of [the different parts of the civil law] are, so to speak, only a tnanner
of pure legal mather~~atics."~
If the Text is apprehended as absolute knowledge, as sola scriptura,
and if every rule thus takes its source in the Text, it follows that any
science rnust emerge from the Text and niust necessarily appear as a
science of the Text. This dependency of science on the Text is aggravated by the very fact of there being words in print. Print 'encourages a sense of closure, a sense that what is found in a text has
been finalized, has reached a state of completion."" This contention
deserves to be amplified:

8 3 Sean Ray Etsni sur In s/r?ir/zou logiqzce d u Code civilJrn?,~ni.s(Paris: Filix Alcan 1926)

37.
84 Ihitl. ('cette sainteti tle la Loi, q r ~ iest sa caract6ristiqr1e permanente et universelle').
: he T e c h r ~ o l o g t ~oJtlre
r ~ g U'ord (London: Routledge
8 5 M'alter J O n g Orablj~rind I ~ l r m q T
1982) 79
86 L>.50.17.20i,in D i p s t supra note 61, IV,969 ('rrsjridirnlo is accepted as the truth').
8 i Legentlre, supra note 69, 91 ('L,e texte s'offi-e aux jru-istes non comme fragment
historique, li6 a d e telles circonstances, mais sur un n~ocleintemporel e t mathematiclrte').
88 Anton Frietlrich Jostr~sT h i l ~ a u tijber dip A70ti~~cndigk~i/
rirws nllg~mriizmbiirgerlichen
Rrrhltj'ir Dnc/.rrl~land(Heitlelberg: J . C . R . Mohr 1840) 43 (originally prlhlished in
1814) ('Viele tlerselhen [tlir rinzelnen Teile tles 1)iirgerlichen Rechts] sind so zu
sagen nrlr eine Art ~.ei~lerjr~~.istisclier
Mathrrnatik').
89 Chg, supra note 85, 132.

Print creates a sense of closure not only in literaiy works but also in analytic
philosophical and scientific works. With print came the catechism and the
'textbook,' less discursive ant1 less disprrtatious than most previous presentations of a given academic subject. Catechisms and textbooks presented 'facts'
or their equivalents: memorizable, flat sratements that told straightforwardly
and inclusively how illatters stood in a given field. By contrast, the memorable
statements of oral cult~rresand of resitl~~ally
oral manuscript cultures tended to
be of a proverbial sort, presenting not 'facts' but rather reflections, often of a
gnomic kind, inviting further reflection by the paradoxes they involved.q0
But more must now be said as regards the nature of the relationship
between science and the Text in the civil law world.

Third proposilion: The civilian reverps the sacred Text
and engages i n a n act ofpropagandaq'
The last two chapters of Justinian's Digest are devoted to interpretation
and maxims, respecti~ely.~'They show that, as far as the classical
Roman jurists were concerned, not all aspects of legal knowledge were
reducible to rules." To have knowledge of the law was also to be able to
interpret words and to induce legal maxims. Other passages from the
Digest evidence this understanding, thus the aphorism 'jus est ars boni
et aequi' ('the law is the art of goodness and fairness').'" Roman legal
literature, however, reveals what Geoffrey Samuel calls 'a parallel
traditi~n,'~Qhat
of the teaching manual, or Institutes. For the Romans,
the Institutes aimed to offer a global view of the law and, therefore,
focused on 'clarification and arrangement': '[PI ropositional language
was the means by which knowledge of law could be transmitted to
future generations."The didactic focus on rules was to be emphasized
by the Glossators upon the intellectual rediscovery of the Corpus Juris
Civilis. ' [Llegal knowledge was considered by the Glossators to be a
closed system: all that one needed to know about the civil law was to be
found in the Corpus juri~.'~'
Roman law, being dead law rather than living tradition, compelled
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Ibid. 134.
I use the term in its original, canonical meaning.
D.50.16 and D.50.17, in Dig~stsupra note 61, IV, 933-69.
It~deetl,the Digest ~tselflriakes this Len point at D.50.17.1, in Dtg~slsupra note 61,
nr,
956-7.
D . l . l . l , in Digcs/sr~p~-a
note 61, I, 1.
Geoffrey Samuel 7 %Forcndntions
~
oJ L r p / R~nso7ling(Antweup: hlaklri 1994) 37.
1l)icI. 37, 39.
Ibitl. 45.
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systematic and scientific examination of the relevant texts, all the more
so since the Glossators had taken Justinian to his word when he had
referred to the Digest as 'a single harmonious whole, so that nothing
should be found in it which was contradicto~yor identical or repetitious,' and had stated that 'all ambiguities [had been] resolved, without
any discordant passage remaining.'" The Gloss was, accordingly, concerned 'to manage discrepancies by glossing them over.'" In the process, it would provide a certain re-presentation of the CorpusJuris - that
document being itself a re-presentation of its writers' re-presentation of
the world. From the Glossators' textism, a scientia juris civilis would
emerge,'" validating Jacques Derrida's remark that there are no hieroThis legal science continues to operate
glyphs without a prie~thood.'~'
within clear parameters: the Supreme Pontiff is now the legislator, the
Text - as the pillar of scriptural coherence - is now the code, and the
Pontiffs oracle at the service of the Text is now the civilian commentator.'" Thus, the civilian practices a civil religion. She is the defender
of the Text (for the textbook is but what allows the Text to be a
d i s c o ~ r s e ) ' ~ h nthe
d defender of Power (the Text is the legislator's
work). In other words, ' [t] he role of doctrine is to preserve a sacralized
text.'lO'For this reason, the essential task of the civilian is that of an
interpreter. It is to ensure, while remaining within the confines of the
Text, that the Text speaks in all circumstances. The interpreter must
is the 'living voice
'provide the Law with its answer-to-e~erything."~She
of the [civil law] ' ('viva vox ...juris civilis') . I m
The nature of the doctrinal exercise that the civilian continues to re-

98 ?'nilla, pr. and ?anla, 1, in Digesl supra note 61, I, Iv-lvi. See Jones, supra note 31,
13-14.
99 Ong, supra note 85, 104.
100 The expression appears, for instance, at D.1.2.2.35, in Digeert supra note 61, I, 7.
101 .Jacques Derritla 'Scribble (writing-power)' (1979) 58 YakFrench Studies 117, 125.
102 FOI--anexpl-ession of the link between canonical and civilian culture showing that,
as regards the interpretation of texts, civilians react to them in the same way as
canonists once did, see Paul Dubouchet Simiolique junidique (Paris: Presses universitaires de France 1990) 135. Earlier texts attesting to an important penetration of
canon law into civilian legal culture include LO& Charot~dasle Caron ~2iIimmables
~~
Etienne Richer
obsmarions r l ~ r droil /ran~ais, rapporli nu civil el c a n o i z i q ~(Paris:
1637)i.J.Ouclot Consrienc~el science du dmoir: Iizttudz~cliona tLne explicalion nouuelk du
Code Napokon 2 vols (Paris: Auguste Durand 1855 and 1856).
103 Legendre, supra note 69, 87.
104 Annick Perrot 'La doctrine et I'hypothese du declin du droit' in La doclrinejuridique
(Paris: Presses universitaires de France 1993) 189 ('[la doctrine] a pour r6le de
conserver LIII texte sacralise').
105 Legendre, supra note 69, 101 ('procurer i la Loi sa riponse-%tout').
106 D.1.1.8, in Digest supra note 61, I, 2.

enact is aptly captured by the title of one of the leading nineteenthcentury French textbooks, Frkdkric Mourlon's Ripititions e'm'tes on the
civil code.'07 A helpful explication on the function of the caste of
professional interpreters intervening as interpositaepersonae between the
civil code and the society that it is designed to regulate is offered by
Jacques Chevallier, who describes civilians as 'active agents of systematization, guarantors of order, who work to avoid hiatuses, to resorb
distortions, to avoid ~ o n t r a d i c t i o n s . "Earlier,
~
Emile Boutmy had
shown with great acumen the intellectual processes in which the
interpreter of the code effectively engages:
To search in this text and to extract general principles, precise definitions, able
to supply the major premiss of tight syllogisms, to bring everything down to this
small quantity of simple data, and then to drive everything to clear solutions, to
imperative formulas having the air and the tone that befit the law, such is the
highest conscious ambition, the effort most often repeated, and, ultimately, the
unconscious method of understanding. Abstract propositions, subtle verbal
interpretations, deditctions strongly linked, simplifications sometimes excessive, conclusions always categorical, such is the company within which the
intellect learns and likes to move at all times.'"

Contemporary research in the civil law world is, therefore, fittingly
presented as a flow chart making reference to (and usually following
the order of) provisions of the civil code - which thus finds itself reinforced as the central cultural construct in any civilian legal c ~ l t u r e . "In~

107 F. Mourlon R$Aitions icrites sur k p m i e r examen du Code civil (Paris: Marescq 1852);
Morrrlon Ripititions i d e s sztr le deuxihe examen du Code civil (Paris: Marescq 1850);
Mourlon IGpMilions icriles sur k lroisihe e x a w n d u Code civtl (Paris: Videcoq 1846).
108 Chevallier 'L'ordre jrrricliqrre' in Le droit a procis supra note 75, 11 ('des agents
actifs cie systimatisation, garants de I'ordre, qui travaillent 2 iviter les hiatus, 1
risorber les distorsions, 1h i t e r les contradictions'] ) See also Jean Rivero 'Apologie
pour les faiseurs de syst6mes' D.1951.Chron.99, 99.
109 Emile Boutmy Des rappot& el des limites des Dudes juridiq7ces el des Audes politiqzies
(Paris: Armand Colin 1889) 8-9 ('Chercher clans ce texte et en tlCgager des
principes ginirarrx, des tlCfinitions precises, propres i fournir la majerrre tle
syllogismes serris, tout ranlener a ce petit nombre de donntes simples, et tout
conduire ensuite jusqrr'i des solutions nettes, a cles form~tlesimperatives ayant
I'allure et le ton qui convient a la loi, voill I'ambition riflkchie la plus haute,
I'effort le plrts sortvent rtpete, et, ?I la fin, la nltthode inconsciente de I'entendement. Propositions abstraites, subtiles interpretations verbales, ditluctions
fortement enchainkes, simplifications parfois excessives, conclusions torljor~rs
catkgoriques, voill dans quelle frkqr~entationde tous les instants I'intelligence
apprend et ainle 5 se mouvoir').
110 David Howes 'The Origin and Demise of Legal Education in Quebec (or Hercules
Bound)' (1989) 39 CINB1-J 127, 128.
-
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the general organization of its contents and in the treatment of each
particular subject-matter, Quebec Civil Law offers manifest examples of
such 'tracking' of the code. A rand0111 illustration can be found in the
section dealing with the contract of sale where an influential judicial
initiative compelling sellers to communicate to their buyers unsolicited
information coriceriling the goods that form the object of the contract
is relegated to a brief footnote because of, as the writer indicates, 'the
absence of a coda1 text.'"'
Although doctrinal exposition call appear in different guises, the
elaboration of large syntheses in the form of treatises or manuals
remains most consistent with the anlbition of systematization that
characterizes the writing by the interpreter of an effective version of the
pious tradition."' More than other formats, the textbook favours the representation of concrete situations in a language of specific legal
consequence that purports to be at the same time a language of general coherence. In this context, the search for an 'elegant' legal solution
Boul-jon's famous methodoto a given problem figures prornine~ltly."~
logical excursus where, for example, he advocates that the writing of
the law should be reduced to sliort statements, offers a relevant demonstration."' Elegaiice, far from being a mere orliament that would be
superimposed on legal reasoning, i i that reasoning itself. More accurately, it is that visible side of the logical rigour that is understood by
civilians to define legal rationality."" In this way, it can be seen that
legal systematization does not pursue a purely instrumental function
aiming for an improved efficacy and serviceability of the legal norm; it
also operates at tlie symbolic level and promotes the beliefin the law's
reason (and reasonableness) - without which the law cannot survive.""
The reverent reception and faithfill transmission of the redacted
Text that effectuates the catechetic intent of tlie civilian community's

111 Quebec Civil Lnlcr supra note t, 526 if.
112 Jacqrrcs Chevallicr 'Les irltcrpr6tes clu tlroit' ill IA dor/i.j~tr
jl~ridique(Paris: Presses
universitaires tlc France 1993) 268.
113 .]acques Lenol~leand Francois Ost I)~.oil,inylhe el mi.to11:E.tmi sur In dhi71e mnj//~ologique de In rnlionnlilP juridiqur (Brussels: Facultks u r i i ~ ~ r s i t a i r Saint-Louis
es
1980)
248. For the rhccorical significance of acsthctics in law, see also,]an M. Broekrnan
Uroit el o ~ i / l ~ ~ ~ o / ) o(Paris:
l o g i c L.G.D,J. 1!)9.7) 98. See gencl.ally Peter Stein 'Elegance
in Law' (1961) 77 LQR 242.
~ la France avcc la
114 Franqois Bou~:jo~i
'Dissertation sur 1'111iio11
dl1 droit C O I I I I ~ I I I Itie
dr Paris
Couturne tie Paris' in Bourjon 11 dmi/ roniinltrl dr In Frnnrc el In Cm~tz~nle
~
Grange &. Korly 1747) vii-viii.
r i d ~ i l Cs I I p ~ i n r ~ 1p e(Paris:
115 Lenoblr anti Ost, supra note 113, 249-.50.
116 Chevallier 'L'ol-tlre jt~riciique'in Lr dloil C I I pmcPs supra notr 75, 12.

interpretive project has important consequence^."^ Thus, although it is
always new and constantly expanding, civil law doctrine remains, ultimately, a means for the sacred Text incessantly to reiterate itself. My
position is not that the repetitious literary production is not, nonetheless, varied and progressively richer, but rather that one is permitted to
say something different from the Text only as long as it is the Text that
is still speaking. I argue that because the material or1 which she labours
is regarded by the civilian writer as finite, the intellectual product of
her reflection necessarily consists of a closed universe of signifiers
constantly worked and reworked by the jurist and her science. In this
way, civil law doctrine entails the self-effacement of the exegete behind
the sacred Text."' The orgarlizers of the stable body of knowledge that
is the civil law can be seen to espouse a honlogeneous behaviour - and
to be doing so in a largely unself-conscious way (they are operating
within a discourse, but i t is a discourse that they are no longer hearing). The jurist is but the 'reverberator' of the code,"" that is, she
remains a pure and simple glossator: she punctuates the Text. Commentators are assirllilated to one another to the point where they become stereotyped and, therefore, interchangeable. Indeed, they seek
this interchangeability bv lliding themselves behind a borro\ved language from which the concrete individual is missing: how many civilian
jurists write 'I'?
Whether, to borrow from French doctrine, one is reading Aubert,
Ghestin, or Malaurie on contractual obligations, the narrative is
funda~nentallyidentical. In each case, one is reading what is essentially
the same gloss on the prir~lordialText, the French civil code. A similar
observation could be made regarding French or German judges: their
judgments are completely depersonalized. There is a 'perfect substitutability' of interpreters;IY0in other words, the civil law is a technology, and each operator uses the machine in the same way. Nor is the
phenomenon recent. Georges Ripert, one of the most authoritative
voices of French legal doctrine in the twentieth century, speaking of
himself and his contemporaries, noted that they all singularly resembled their predecessors: 'exegetes, explaining literally the articles of the

117 For the civil code as c;ltechisrtt, cf. AndrkrJean Al.naud Pour uite peusie ju~idique
nrropkt~ne(Paris: L.G.D:J. 1991) 39.
118 Lenoble a n d Ost. sttpl.a rloce 113, 228.
Editions d e Minuit 1976) 161 ( ' r e s o l t n e ~ ~ r s ' ) .
119 Pierre Legeltt11.eJorrirdr//~our~oir(I'aris:
120 Pierre Bourtlieu 'I-Ial~itrls,code et codification' (198G) Actes d e la recherche e n
sciences sociales, No. 64 (Srpt.) 43 (reprinted in Bourdieu Choses di1e.r [Paris:
Editions d e Minltit 19871 $14) ('sltbstituabiliti. parfaite').

C ~ d e . " ~Indeed,
'
he exclaimed: 'What more or what better are we
doing?"* For his part, Leibniz, regarded as a percipient student of the
CorpusJuris Civilis, had already noticed that the numerous jurisconsults
referred to in Justinian's compilation, although sometimes chronologically far apart, all seemed to be one writer so that it would have been
very hard to distinguish them if their names had not appeared before
the excerpts.lZ3One is tempted to quote Montaigne, a discerning comparatist in his own right: '[Wle are only glossing over one a n ~ t h e r . " ~ '
Clearly, then, what thinking arises within a civilian community is not
the product of individuals, but rather that of a group having developed
what Karl Mannheim calls a particular 'style of thought' by way of
continual responses to a range of situations which they are confronting
on account of the position in which all members of the group find
themselves.'" This conclusion should not prove surprising: the community of authorized interpreters of the Text brings together individuals who share a common educational background, who communicate in the same technical language, who expound the sarne values,
and whose fundamental (self-)interest is identical: 'to preserve the
monopoly which they hold on legitimate interpretation.''% None of the
superficial internecine disputes about the meaning of a particular
provision of the code changes the incontestable fact of the essential
commonality of thought.
In more ways than one, the homage paid to the Text is, of course, a
homage paid by interpreters to themselves, as a group and as individuals. For one thing, it is their academic predecessors who will have

121 Georges Ripert L,e r&me dhocratique et le droit civil moderne 2d ed. (Paris: L.G.D.J.
1948) no. 5, p. 9 ('des exegetes, expliquant littiralement les articles du Code'). See
also Rodolfo Sacco, in Codi/ication: valeurs et langage (Qutbec: Conseil de la langue
fran~aise1985) 108-9, where the author notes that the French interpreter subjugated
himself to the legislator in 1804and that the situation has not varied since.
122 Ripert, supra note 121, no. 5, pp. 9-10 ('Que faisonsnous de plus ou de mieux?').
123 Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz Nouveaux essais sur l'enlendement humain (Paris: GarnierFlammarion 1966) IV, ii, 13, 326 (originally published in French in 1765) ('tous ces
jurisconsultes des Pandectes, quoique assez tloignis quelquefois les uns du temps
des autres, semblent Ctre tous un seul auteur, et ... on aurait bien de la peine P les
discerner, si les noms des icrivains n'itaient pas P la tCte des extraits').
124 Montaigne 'Essais' in Albert Thibaudet and Maurice Rat (eds) Oeuvres compktes
(Paris: Gallimard 1962) bk 111, c. 13, 1045 (originally published in 1580) ('nous ne
faisons que nous entregloser').
125 Karl Mannheim Ideology and Utopia trans. Louis Wirth and Edward Shils (San Diego:
Harcourt BraceJovanovich 1936) 3.
126 Chevallier 'Les interpretes du droit' in La doctrine jundique supra note 112, 269
('priselver le monopole qu'ils ditiennent sur I'interpretation ltgitime').

played a role in the construction of the civil code.'*' More importantly,
the civilian acts as a defender of his Power for, in a very real sense, he is
of the State of which the code is a product and with which it remains
associated in the collective imagination (since the eleventh century,
civilians have played a prominent role as advisers of rulers at various
levels of government). Within traditional civilian communities Europe is an example - the status of the academic, and, as I have
noted, especially of the academic specializing in civil law, is high. This
fact is largely a reflection of the historical circumstances which have
presided over the development of the teaching of civil law as a leading
humanistic enterprise in which the State took a direct interest ever
since Justinian ordered the drafting of the Institutes with a view to
formulating a teaching tool that would facilitate the formation of
generations of 'New J u ~ t i n i a n s . "Since
~
1155, when Frederick I Barbarossa issued his constitution, Authentica Habita, at the behest of the
masters and students at the law faculty in Bologna in order to ensure
the protection of foreign scholars,'^ the State has sought to consolidate
its imperium over law teaching. To this day, it is the case that in most
European jurisdictions law professors are civil servants paid by the State
and that the conditions they must fulfil in order to be allowed to teach
law at all are prescribed by statutes and regulation^.'^ In Germany, for
example, the two general examinations validating a student's programme of legal studies are set by the State (and are known as the first and
second Staatspriifung) . I 3 '

127 Dubouchet, supra note 102, 135.
128 Omnem, 2, in Digest supra note 61, I, li.
129 Paolo Nardi 'Relations with Authority' in Hilde de Ridder-Symoens (ed.) A Histmy
of the University in Europe I: Universities in the Middk Ages (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press 1992) 78-9.
130 Illustrations lifted from the French statute book offer compelling evidence. Thus,
in the 1804 Loi relative aux Ecoles de Droit S.1804.11.317, article 37 states that the
appointment of professors will be made by Napoleon himself ('La nomination des
professeurs et des suppliants sera faite par le premier Consul'). Article 384" of the
same act is to the effect that professorial salaries ('le traitemerit des professeurs')
will be determined by regulation. See also, for example, Dicret imphial concernant
l'organisation des i c o b de droit (du 4 complhataire a n XTI) S.1804.11.489, article 12,
reiterating that law professors are to be appointed by the Emperor (decree of 21
September 1804); figlenient relatifaux concours dam ks facultis de droit D.1843.111.46
(regulation of 22 August 1843), as am. by D.1847.111.53 (regulation of 22 January
1847) and D.1847.111.74 (regulation of 16 April 1847).
131 This position should be contrasted with that prevailing in common lawjurisdictions
such as England and Ireland where it is the corporate bodies of barristers and
solicitors that claim the power to control the contents of legal studies programmes.

The civilian's Power rests on the status of the civil law within society,
which itself depends on the status of the civil code, which in turn rests
on the code being perceived as irnrnutable. In other words, in order to
assert his Power within society, the civilian depends on the status of the
civil code as a venerable and mysterious Text and on the authority
which attaches to the values of coherence, structure, and logic perceived as inherent to legal norms and whose effect is compounded by
the presumption of neutrality and rationality from which the legal
discourse, like any technical discourse, readily benefits. His Power
being ultimately derived frorn the Text, it would be naive in the
extreme to expect a civilian commentator to attack the TextI3' - or,
which is the same thing because it also leads to a loss of Power,'33to
disclose the conditions of its production, to reveal the traces of its
political genealogy in a way which would make it appear contingent
and arbitrary and would deprive it of the attributes of ilecessity and
inevitability.'" Rather, the civilian seeks to capitalize on the phenomenon of i~lstitutionalizationwhich, through the act of publication (and
the accompanying officialization) of the code, favours a homologation
of, or collective adherence to, the Text. In essence, the scientific

132 I have argued elsewhere that, on the contraly, the English academic, for example,
who, for historical and socio-cultural reasons, finds herself outside the established
legal order and unable to derive any power from it, can niore easily engage in a
critique of that legal order: Pierre Legrand 'The Comniori Law mentalitk An Italian
Primer' (1993) 13 Legal Studies 271, 274 (review of Ugo Mattei Common Laru: I1
dirilto nngbamerica?to [Turin: UTET 19921).
133 See Eliade, supra note 11, 15: 'knowing the origin of an object ... is equivalent to
acquiring a magical power over [it] by which [it] can be co~itrolled,multiplied, o r
reprotluced at will.'
134 Chevallier 'Les interprites du droit' in Ln doc/n'~z~~utidiqtie,
supra note 112,262. See
also Francois Rigaux hilroduclion d la s c i m c ~dzr dmi/ (Brussels: Editions Vie Ouvriire
1974) 5: 'the efficacy of law as a stabilizing principle in our society demands that its
roots be out of reach' ('I'efficacitC du droit coninle principe stabilisateur de notre
sociCtC exige que ses racines soient hors d'atteinte'); Pierre Borlrdieu 'La force du
droit,' (1986) Actes de la recherche en sciences sociales, No. 64 (Sept.) 1, 15: 'the
law can only bring to bear its specific efficacy to the extent that it earns recognition,
that is to say, to the extent that the more or less in~portantpart of arbitrariness
which is at the source of its operation remains unknown' ('le clroit ne peut exercer
son efficacitt specifique que dans la mesure oil il obtirnt la reconnaissance, c'estBdire dans la mesure oti reste meconnue la part p l u ~ou n~oinsgrande d'arbitraire
qui est au pr incipe de son fonctionnement'). See also Pascal 'Pensees' in Jacques
Chevalier (ecl.) Oczivres complires (Paris: Gallinlard 1954) no. 230, p. 1151: 'we must
ensure that custonl be seen as authentic, eternal, ant1 hide its beginning if we d o
not want it soon to come to an end' (originally publishetl in 1670) ('il faut ... faire
regarder [la coutume] conlme authentique, Cternelle, et en cacher le commencement si on ne veut qu'elle ne prenne bientBt fin').

discourse proffered by the civilian appears as a constant attempt to
validate the textual reality (of the code) and to appeal to his audience
- by mobilizing imagination rather than seeking to engage reasonlR5to subscribe to that exercise: the code remains perceived as a unitary
and sacred order, at tlie root of all normativity, whose task it is to
ensure submissio~i.Norbert Elias's (restrained) conclusion readily
follows: 'Law is, of course, through ... the existence of bodies of specialists with a vested interest in the preservation of the status quo, relatively
impervious to movement and change."%
T o say that the nzrntnlitkprevailing in jurisdictions governed by a civil
code is emphatically dominated by that code is, therefore, an understatement. Such, indeed, is the power- of civil codes over the collective
t
frorn territories where a civil code is to be
consciousness t h ; ~jurists
found will readily say that they live in codified jurisdictions, even
though the civil code covers part of their law only. In this way, it can be
seen that civil codes help to delineate a legal identity (and, moreover, a
national identity). Tlle civil code's 'power to fascinate, its hold over us
and thus the images and figures through which it defines a destiny,'
rernains unabated.'" In all things, tlie jurist initially reasons frorn the
legal and social perspective embodied in the code. It is not unusual for
the interpreter, even today, to make reference to the 'sanctity' of the
code and to allude to the 'reverence' which it cornniands. As a result,
'the authority of the legal system at home and abroad is seen to depend
on the prestige of the code. To admit grave weaknesses in the civil code
is to attack the basis of the legal order.''% Thus, in his discours de
ve'ception at the Acndknie de Rouen, focusing on a then recent book by
Gaston Morin, judge Louis Gensoul stated: 'The mere thought of questioning, but for a moment, the virtues of the civil code, to raise a
sacrilegous hand on it, should cause me to quiver!"" There is n o other
truth than the Text: the civil law is characterized by a professional

135 Chevallier 'L'ortlre juritlique' in LP droit ?ti procis supra note 7.5, 12; Lrnoble a n d
Ost, supra Ilote 113. 223.
g
trntis. Edmund ,jept~cott(Oxfortl: Blackwell
136 Norbert Elias 7%c C i ~ ~ i l i t i nProc~rr
1994) 531 ti49 (origit~allypublisherl i l l Get-man in 1939).
137 I'eter Gootlricll 'Poot. Illiterate Keasnn: IIistory, Nationalism ant1 Comnion Law'
2 II.qqo/S1udie.s 7 , 9.
(1992) 1 Sorial L
138 Alan M'atson 7 . h ~jllolti7ig of thp Civil 1,oro (Cambridge, Mass.: IIatvat-tl University
Press 1981) 143.
139 Louis Gensoul 1.0 k l o l l c dps foi/.s r o i ~ / rIP~ cod^ (Rotten: Acatlen~ietles Sciences,
Belles-Lettres ct A1.t~tlc Roue11 1921) 5 , comnienting o n Gaston Morin 1x2 r h o l / e du
droil rorltrp IF ro~ir(I'al-is: Sirey 1945) (fiw the most recent edition) ('La serlle pensee
tle nlettre erl tlor~ta.11c ~erait-cequ'rtn insta~lt,les vertus d u Cotle civil, tie porter,
slu- lui, u n e niain sac.1-ilege,devrait rilc h i r e frkmir!').

acceptance of the articles of the code as establishing the Truth of the
law (and of the world) - as, one is moved to say, articles of faith.
Criticism, in terms of one or the other of the provisions of the code,
can - and, of course, regularly does - intervene. But, one is here
talking about cosmetic or ornamental criticism. To borrow a fitting
metaphor from Arnaud, each intervention at that level is like a vaccine
s e ~ n tgo inoculate a little more effectively the original corpus.'40It is
not accepted within the civilian community that a critic can acconlplish
opportune and important acts beyond that sphere, that cn'tique can
perform a dynamic contrapuntal function in the face of established
dogma. There is, in other words, an absence of critique: one cannot
touch the Pontiff and his Text, cannot question his sacred role, and
cannot challerige his sovereign right to define for others (those that are
below) what is most suitable for them.I4' The code and the statements
of law which it contains are regarded as a system of signs that is accepted by the greatest number and that, like some bulwark, should protect from critique."'
The role envisaged by the civilian interpreter for himself lies elsewhere. The textbook or manual purports to embrace the dogmatics of
utility; it strives to offer the practitioner a type of referential axiomatics
allowing him rationally to organize all solutions. The law, dispersed in
its practices, finds its ideal of (artificial) unity in the doctrine that gives
meaning to the view that it exists as a deductive system. Thus, the textbook or manual assuages the need for legal security and certainty. Its
writer nurtures his false consciousness by convincing himself that expository law can be considered essential in an age like ours, characterized by legislative transformation, dispersion, and inflation.
The impact of the code and of the mentaliti which it promotes on
law teaching - including isagogic literature - is of overriding significance. Through the many propaedeutic tasks that she performs in
order to reinforce the exercise of her intellectual authority, the law
teacher seeks to promote adoption, emulation, and propagation of the
Text (the etymology of 'professor' suggests a person who professes a
religion publicly). She fosters a training in civility, and, borrowing from
Gargantua's letter to his son, continues to intone: 'Of the civil law, I

140 Arnaucl, supra note 52, 13.
141 Legendre, supra note 69, 237.
142 Jean-Marc Trigeaucl 'L'image sociologiqr~ede I'homme de droit et la prkconrep
tion du droit nature]' in Trigeaud Essais de philosophie du droit (Genoa: Stuclio
editoriale di cultura 1987) 227.
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want you to know by heart the beautiful texts."43The teaching of civil
law is the teaching of organized knowledge constantly focusing on the
Text. Acting in the name of the Text, the law teacher sacrifices her
subjective judgment. She yields to external evidence; she honours her
debt to the Text (which has conferred Power onto her). As the representative of the Text-as-Creditor, the teacher notifies the student of his
obligation to pay his dues to the Text in turn. He, too, must sacrifice
his subjective judgment.'44 Faith is demanded of the student at the
outset: it is not expected to arise at the end of the civilian discourse as
having been generated by the persuasive character of that discourse.
~ ~ faith is given
Rather, it is an in-built premiss of that d i ~ c o u r s e . '(And
because it is wanted to be given. Because he wants to see Truth in the
Text, the student sees Truth in the Text and does not perceive it as a
construction. He believes because he wants to believe. He wants to
maintain morale in the face of uncertainty. He, too, is looking for
reassurance, for order. He, too, aspires to Power.)'%
The aim pursued by the law teacher remains to socialize the law
student into the central tenet of the faith: an unstinting respect for the
civil code as the unique repository of Truth. Weber had already drawn
the link between law teaching in the civilian world and the priestly
tradition.'" As Legendre notes, the law teacher exerts a strategic function which consists in 'locking' the system of the code against any
The vocation (in French, sacerinimical intervention from ~utside.'~'
doce) of the law teacher is perceived by herself - and by others - as
training young jurists in order to put them in a position where they will
be able, at a later stage, to fulfil practical tasks.'4%ccordingly, the law
teacher inculcates the rules in force in a normalized and formalistic
fashion.I5' Indeed, ' [i]t is one of the great glories of codified law that it
makes possible, if not exactly desirable, adequate law teaching at a very
An excerpt from a late-nineteenth-century
low level of ~ompetence."~'

143 Rabelais 'Pantagruel' in Jacques Boulenger (ed.) Oeuwes compktes (Paris: Gallirnard
1955) c. VIII, 205 (originally published in 1532) ('Du droit civil, je veux que tu
saches par coeur les beaux textes').
144 Pierre Legendre Les ajan/.s du texte (Paris: Fayard 1992) 220-1.
145 Vining, supra note 77, 189.
146 See supra, text accornpaning note 25.
147 Weber, supra note 46, 789-90.
148 Legendre, supra note 69, 18.
149 Sacco, in Codijcatimz: valeurs el language supra note 121, 111.
150 Chevallier 'Les interpr6tes du droit' in La doctrinejuridique supra note 112, 265.
151 Watson, supra note 138, 173.
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text focusing on higher education deserves to be reproduced at length
on account of its ability to render contem#oraly practices and states of
mind:
The law is the written law. Therefore, the role of the faculties of law is to teach
to interpret the written law. The result is that their method is deductive. The
provisions of the code are so many theorems between which the links must be
shown and from which the consequences must be drawn. The pure jurist is a
geometer; purely legal education is purely diale~tical.'~'

Mary Douglas describes the search for purity as 'an attempt to force
This creed
experience into logical categories of non-c~ntradiction."~~
accounts in large part for the dogmatic way in which the civilian tends
to teach and write about the law. After all, '[the forms of speech] form
the thought; they are part of the thought itself.'I5' Thus, learning a
particular mode of cognitive analysis lies at the core of the law school
experience. For instance, the privileged method of instruction within
the civil law tradition remains the lecture, understood here in the
French sense of cours magstral and in contradistinction to the American
model of an interactive dialogue between teacher and student or the
English tutorial (lectura stems from legme: reading the text - which itself, as Benveniste teaches, is etymologically linked to religio).Is5 The
traditional lecture which, for example, continues to reign supreme and
largely unquestioned in continental Europe offers a mode of teaching
that is authoritarian and uncritical and that emphasizes definitions and
classifications. It is a noteworthy paradox that the dogmatism - this 'law
- which is advocated by the civilian jurist is only
of ~onservation''~~
made possible through a deliberate intellectual subjection on her part
to the code and to the system of thought it generates. For the civilian,
to repeat the Text by using formulas prepared by her predecessors is at
once to assert her Power and to declare her submission and acknowl-

152 Louis Liard I,hueignme?tt rtcpheur a France11 (Paris: Armancl Colin 1894) 397 ('Le
tlroit, c'est la loi tcrite. Partant, leur tlche [aux facultts de droit] est d'apprentlre
5 interprkter la loi. I1 en rCsulte que leur mkthode est dkductive. Les articles d u
code sont autant d e thCorPmes dont il s'agit d e montrer la liaison et tle tirer les
constquences. Le juriste pur est un gComPtre; I'ttlucation purementjuridiqr~eest
purenlent clialectique') .
153 Mary Douglas Pu~ityand Danger (London: Routledge 1966) 162.
154 Vining, supra note 77, 35.
155 Benveniste, supra note 24, 270-2.
156 Legendre, supra note 69, 250 ('le dogmatisme est arl fond une loi d e conselvation').
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edge her subordination to an institution. Throughout, one feature of
the act of interpretation of the Text remains visibly displayed: ' [W] hether by proclamation or codification [,] the effort is always to avoid strife,
to exclude misunderstandir~gsand misuse, and to make univocal understanding po~sible."~'
Somewhat unsurprisiiigly, perhaps, since, as has been observed, the
law teacher is of the State, there is historical evidence to suggest that
the dogmatic approach to the teaching of law is actively supported by
the State. After the French law schools had been closed in 1793, a loi of
22 v ~ n t 6 an
s ~ "LII (13 March 1804), reorganizing law teaching, stated that
civil law had to be taught 'in the order established by the civil code."58
A decree of 21 September 1804 also enacted that 'during part of their
lectures, professors will dictate notebooks that students will have to
write by themselves. Professors will explain and develop orally in each
lecture the text that they will have dictated."" Later, an administrative
order (a&t4 of the Conseil royal de l'instruction publique dated 22
September 1843 asserted that civil law examinations n u s t be taken
according to the order of the code.IMOnly with a decree of 18 October
1890 and a subsequent administrative order of 24 July 1895 did a
limited measure of liberalization intervene.Ib1

157 IIans-Georg Gadamer 'Text ant1 Interpretation' (trans. Dennis J . Schniitlt ant1
Richard E. Palmer) i t i Diane P. Michelfelcle~.and Richartl E. Palmer (etls) Dia@te
(Albany: State University of New
and Drmiistrudion: 7%e G a d a m ~ r - D m i d Encounl~r
a
York Press 1989) 3 5 6 .
158 I,oi relatir~eazrx Eroles de Droit S.1804.11.317, article 2 ('On y enseignera [clans les
ecoles d e droit], 1" le clroit civil f r a n ~ a i s dans
,
I'ordre etahli par le Code civil').
Article 381" of the same a r t is to the effect that the following will he prescribed by
regulation: 'The tletailetl drscription of the contents of the teaching, the I~ooksthat
will be used in the faculties, the tletermination of the clays and hours of study, ant1
the duration of holidays' ('La clesignation detaillee tle la niatitre d e I'enseignenient, tles livres qrl'on emploiera clans les ecoles, la fixation des j o w s et herlres
d'etncle, e t ... la duree tles vacances').
159 Llicrpt itnphial conreinant l'o?ga,~isnliondes icoks de droit (du 4 complirnrntair~a n XII)
S.1804.11.489, article 70 ('Pentlant rlne partie tie leurs lecons, les professer~rs
dicteront des cahiers clue les etutliants seront tenus tl'ecrire enx-nitmes. Les
professeurs expliqr~erontet developperont verbalenient, dans chaque lecon, le
texte c1r1'ils aurotit clicte').
160 A i ~ e ' /du
i cons~ilroyal dr I'insttuction pz~bliquerelatz~azrxexamens dans lrs/iacz~Nhdr droil
Recueil tles lois annotees Sirry, 2tl Series: 1831-1848, 769. For spirited criticism of
this legislative intervention, see,Tulien O u d o t Observations sur l'enspignemplzl d u droir
n'vil el1 France (Paris: ,Jor~l)ert1844).
161 T h e 1890 decree stated that the chairs of 'civil cocle' at the Facz~ltide droit of Paris
were to he renametl chairs of 'civil law': L).1891.IV.93, article 1 ('Les chaires t l r ~
code civil cle la faculte tle tlroit cle Paris prendront, 2 dater tle ce jour, le tiire d e

Whether in the context of writing or teaching, the interpreter seeks
to promote a progressive assimilation of what she presents as the
legitimate or the normal or the objective and what she regards as the
legal. In conclusion, the image of reality enshrined in the code is
offered as the only one that is acceptable.'" The strategy operates as
follows: By subjecting himself to these norms, the citizen will feel that
he is submitting to norms that are surrounded with the aura of science
rather than to some arbitrary legal prescriptions; accordingly, the will
to be 'normal' (within the norm) will favour the spontaneous submission to the norm and allow for the standardization of behaviour.lm In
the words of Norbert Rouland, 'the code is the tangible sign of the
submission which we must show towards the laws of the State.'"+'
Against the background of the doctrinal aim of avoiding any drift away
from the legal norm, it must be said that the dogmatism of the established system proves even more effective as a factor in the norn~alization of behaviour to the extent that the constraint on the interpreter to
'proclaim the good belief, to say that the Law is the unique and the
only Law' is not perceived as such by her.'@The fact that the phenomenon of co-optation by the Text operates at a level that largely eludes
the consciousness of the jurist, and is yet part of scientific discourse,
shows that it has been interiorized in such manner that the interpreter,
while feeling that she is acting freely, will spontaneously behave in the
way expected of her by the Legal Order.
What remains the orthodox position is expressed by Fran~oisLaurent who argues that the civil code, written in clear and precise lan-

162
163
164

165

chaires de droil civit). For its part, the administrative order of 1895, at article 3,
allowed professors to arrange their teaching as they wished provided students were
adequately prepared for the topics covered hy the three annual examinations of the
three-year programme of legal studies. Interestingly, the sul~ject-matterof each
examination is prescrihed in detail in article 1 of the same administrative order and
shows that the sequence of annual examinations largely reproduces the order of
the civil code: Anhe rehlifa la r+artilion des maliires du droil civil nttre ies examens des
lrois annPes de In licence n~droif S.1895.L.1072.
I follow closely DaniPle Loschak 'Droit, norn~alitee t normalisation' in Le drdl en
procts (Paris: Presses universitaires d e France 1978) 61.
Ihid. 75.
Norbert Roulatid Anlhropologie juridique (Paris: Presses ur~iversitairesd e France
1988) no. 233, p. 416 ('le Code est le signe tangible d e la soumission d o n t o n tloit
faire preuve envers les lois d e I'Etat').
Legendre, supra note 69, 242 ('Afficher la bonne croyance, dire que le Droit est
I'uniqite e t le vrai Droit').
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guage, gives to the law 'a fixed and unshakeable basis,'Iw and adds that
'the text offers us definite principles; from the moment we move away
from it, everything necessarily becomes indefinite."" In other words,
certainty and clarity are not only qualities that should be wanted (and,
apparently, the only ones), they are also achievable. Once there is the
civil code, there is in place a scientific (or scientistic?) construction of
the world. This structure becomes the only source of knowledge within
the legal and lay communities. She who is able to mobilize the 'scientificity' or appearance of scientificity thus established, who is able to
enlist its strength or power or efficacy, finds her discourse admitted by
the audience (within or outside the legal community), predisposed as it
is to accept the superiority of the priestly reason that preserves orthodoxy. In law as elsewhere, scientificity is legitimacy, and 'the science of
the jurist consists first and foremost in knowing how to capture her
text.'Im 111civil law jurisdictions, the civil code is the fountain-head of
legitimacy." In this way, it must be seen that codification is more than
an opaque object through which events are perceived: it is a form of action determining how communities construct, think, and talk. Through
the mediating role of the interpreter, it affects what communities experience.
In the manner in which it disciplines knowledge, that is, in the way it
organizes the intellectual framework within which the experienced life
will be apprehended, the civil code reminds one of Foucault's critique
of governance (or governmentality) in modern societies: ' [TI his putting in writing of real lives operates as a procedure of objectivization
In every society, the production of discourse is
and ~ubjugation."~~
controlled. It is the result of a choice by those who know (there is an
etymological affinity between elegantia - that which is pursued so
earnestly by the civilian - and eligme, to choose), and it is, in the end, a
process which seeks to subdue the dangers that are perceived to be

166 F. Laurent Cours ilitneittaire de droit civil I (Brussels: Bruylant 1881) 74 ('une base
fixe et intbranlable').
167 Ibid. ('Le texte nous offre des principes certains; d t s que I'on s'en tcarte, tout
devient ntcessairement incertain').
168 Legendre, supra note 69, 93 ('La science du juriste cor~sistei savoir capter son
texte, d'abord et avant tout').
169 Alain Bernard and Yves Poirnieur 'Doctrine civiliste et production normative' in I&
doctrine juridique (Paris: Presses universitaires de France 1993) 131-2.
170 Michel Foucarllt Survkller et punh (Paris: Gallimard 1975) 193 ('Cette mise en
tcriture des existences rtelles ... fonctionne comme procidure d'objectivation et
d'assujettisement [sic] ').
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associated with any innovation or risk."' One of the keys to an understanding of the phenomenon lies in Mannheim's percipient remark:
'[Ilt is not primarily the man of action who seeks the absolute and
immutable, but rather it is he who wishes to induce others to hold on
to the status quo because he feels comfortable and smug under conditions as they are.'Im Let us remember that, at the root, codification is a
burg~lichmovement. The civilian is who he is and acts as he acts
because he enjoys Power. T o critique the Text would be to question
himselfand, ultimately, to risk losing Power. A fetishist the civilian may
be; a masochist he is not.
As the civilian jurist becomes 'suspended in webs of significance he
himself has spun,"73 the phase of exegetical loyalty has the effect of
operating an academic closure of the field of legitimate interpretation,
marking in the process a break with the lay cornmunity, which become?
disqualified and disenfranchised. Indeed, the carving of an area of
'distinction' is at work within the legal conlrllunity itself where the
practitioner, for example, not being regarded as a legitimate interpreter, is relegated to the rank of a mere handmaiden for her unsophistication and partiality. More importantly, what Frye refers to as the
anxieties of coherence and continuity imply that 'voices of doubt or
dissent' within the comn~unityof academic interpreters itself are 'to be
muted at all times."" The University must prevent any critique intra
m~ros."~It must 'silence' the apostate.

Fourth proposition: The interpreter is a Censor
and acts as Excommunicator
The civilian is frightened, very much in the way a tyrant can be
(though, like a tyrant, he will not admit it). His insecurity arises from
his false consciousness, that is, from his intuition that his Power rests on
questionable pretences, that his system - the ideological prit-aporter he
offers - may not be the only epistemological system conducive to the

171 Ibitl. I.'ordre du discm~rs(Paris: Gallimard 1971) 10-11.
172 Mannheim, supra note 125, 87. Cf. Trigeaud 'L'image sociologique de I'homme de
droit et la prtconception du droit naturel' in TI igeaud, supra note 142, 226, who
describes the typical civilian as 'the man of law who yields to "intellectual comfort,"
to the tranquillity of being able to rest on the existing law r e d ~ ~ c etod "statutes"
('C'est I'homrne de droit qui c6de at1 "confol t i~ltellectuel,"a la quittude d e
pouvoir se reposer sur le droit existant ranlent aiix "lois"').
173 Geertz, supra note 10, 5.
174 Frye, supra note 9, 37.
175 Legenclre, supra note 69, 237.

knowledge of law, but may rather be a system that can, in fact, be
challenged and hence, ultimately, destroyed. Through her unceasing
gloss, the civilian is battling to maintain her own Faith in her system
(and in herself): she is concerned to preserve the anagogical meaning
of the Text. In the words of the 'founder' of modern comparative legal
studies in France, Edouard Lambert, 'the jurist brings to the defence
of his traditional dogmas all the more energy and intolerance given the
fact that he is aware of fighting ... for the preservation of his professional faith and ideal."7'jAs a result, 'the obsessional reference to the
good thought, to the good science' remains rife.177
Aware that to tell the Truth in law is but to convince an audience,I7'
the civilian engages, individually and collectively, in much self-aggrandizement and readily extols the virtues of her work. Thus, in that part
of Quebec Civil Law devoted to an exposition of the positive law of
obligations, the civil law literature in Quebec is variously described as
'ric[h],"" ' h e l p f ~ l , ' ' ~ ~
'most
' v a l ~ a b l e , "'detailed,'Ia3
~~
'exten~ive,"'~'good,"% '
'extremely rich,'Ia8
'impres~ive,"~
and 'comprehensive."" Reading those passages, I am unwittingly reminded of Merryman's observation where he
notes that the attitude of the civilian believing (and needing to believe)
in her superiority vis-a-visother legal traditions has 'itself become part
of the civil law tradition.'" These laudatory formulas, however, are not

176 Edouard Lambert Le gouvernemeul des juges (Paris: Giard 1921) 223 ('le juriste
apporte P la defense de ses dogmes traditionnels d'autant plus d'knergie et
d'intolirance qu'il a conscience de lutter ... pour la sauvegarde de sa foi et de son
ideal professionnels').
177 L.egendre, supra note 69, 236 ('l'obsessionnelle riference 2. la bonne pensie, ?I la
bonne science').
178 C. Perelrnan Logiquejuridique: Nouvelle rhHmique (Paris: Dalloz 1976) no. 51, p. 107.
179 Supra note t, 378.
180 Ibid. (twice).
181 Ibid.
182 Ibid. 388 and 466.
183 Ibid. 430.
184 Ibid.
185 Ibid.
186 Ibid. 430 and 467 (twice).
187 Ibid. 466.
188 Ibid. 467.
189 Ibid.
190 Ibid.
191 Ibid.
192 ,JohnIlenry Merryman The Civil Lnru Traditimt 2d ed. (Stanford: Stanford University
Press 1985) 3.
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enough to bolster the civilian's confidence. In addition, she must
promote the active suppression of discourse which could be regarded
as contrapuntal to the hegemonic argument which she advances.
Because the civil code is presented and perceived as definitive and
authoritative, the college of interpreters,'" seeking to protect the
definitiveness and authoritativeness of the code - from which the law
and they themselves derive their only legitimacy -will, in a remarkably
cohesive way, want to preserve its assumed coherence by ascertaining its
consistent meaning. In other words, the community of civilians is not
prepared to allow for any lived experience that does not sustain its
intersubjective world-view and practices. Thus, correct and incorrect
meanings of the civil code will emerge.
An early illustration of this concern for evangelical certitude appears
in Justinian's presentation of the Digest:
that no one, of those who are skilled in the law at the present day or shall be
hereafter, rnay dare to append any commentary to these laws, save only insofar
as he may wish to translate them into the Greek language in the same order
and sequence as those in which the Roman words are written ...; and if perhaps
he prefers to make notes on difficulties in certain passages, he may also
compose what are called paratitla. But we do not permit them to forward other
interpretations - or rather, perversions - of the laws, for fear lest their verbosity
may cause such confusion in our legislation as to bring some discredit upon it.
... If any shoilld presume to do such a thing, they themselves are to be made
subject to a charge of fraud, and moreover their books are to be de~troyed."~

Elsewhere, Justinian had already written: 'Let it suffice to make some
reminders by indexes alone and simple headings, in such a way that no
offense arises through interpretation."% Ever since, the civilian academia has maintained an efficient censorship apparatus, seeking to throw
outside the (religious) community those who fail to conform. Through
its autos-da-jii, it has incessantly privileged the theme of 'the triumph of
the Faith and the crushing of Error."%

193 For the concept of 'invisible colleges' see Diana Crane Invisible Colleges: Di//usion of
Knowledge in Scientific Communities (Chicago: University of Chicago Press 1972),
where the author discusses connectedness between scholars within a given research
area.
194 Tanta, 21, in Digest supra note 61, I, lxii and Ixiii.
195 Deo audore, 12, in Digest supra note 61, I, xlix.
196 Legendre, supra note 69, 242 ('le theme ... du U-iomphede la Foi et de I'icrasement de I'Erreur'). See generally Pierre Legrand 'Strange Power of Words:
Codification Situated' (1994) 9 l'ul. Euro. @ Civ. L. For. 1, 10-12.

In this way, one sees that the Power of the civil law lies not only in its
ability to construct reality, but also in its capacity to obviate different
visions of social life. The norm is instituted (far from being necessary, it
reflects prior choices, or prejudices) and is instituting (it determines the
normal, the acceptable).'" The focus on legal norms privileged by
civilians arbitrarily monopolizes the academic discourse in a manner
which not only ensures that 'the arguments pro and con are developed
within the zone defined by the text,"% but which also excludes alternative views of justice or other ways of understanding the world. Diversity
that is hors norme is assimilated to deviance. As Jean Dabin notes,
systematization leads to 'the sacrifice of any truth that is unamenable to
the logic of the "system."'" T o write the civil law without adhering to
the rationality espoused by the civilian confraternity is, therefore, to
run the risk of being ignored if not ostracized. The weak psyche of civil
law doctrine is unable to accommodate any work that would seek to
expose the illusions upon which it rests (such as logic o r certainty) and
on the basis of which it is able to secure the allegiance of interpretive
communities. The danger of disbelief that might follow from a challenge to received dogma and authority is too serious to be allowed to
arise. Accordingly, civil law doctrine fulfils a boundary-maintaining
function that imposes 'a clear drawing of lines against even the most
neighborly of h e r e ~ i e s . ' ' ~
Beyond the collective limits upon forms of communicative discourse
within law set by the dominant creed, the interpretive effort is regarded
as illicit, that is, as subversive. If it cannot be dissuaded, it will be
ignored. Arguably, ignorance is an even more violent act than reply or
counter-criticism: to ignore an argument is to deny its most basic
entitlement to existence and recognition. Civilian knowledge separates
what is thinkable from what is unthinkable. In other words, the community of civilian writers operates on the premiss that data for analysis
can be divided into what is acceptable and what is not. This belief, in

197 Georges Canguilhem LCnmmal et lepatho[oRigue4th ed. (Paris: Presses universitait.es
de France 1993) 182: 'the norm is what determines the normal on the basis of a
normative decision' ('la norme est ce qui fixe le normal ?I partir d'une decision
normative').
198 Legendre, supra note 69, 107 ('les arguments pouret conlre se developpent dans la
zone difinie par le texte').
199 Jean Dabin La technique de l'e'lnborationdu drmt positif(Brussels: Bruylant 1935) 356
('le sacrifice de toute viriti rifractaire ?I la logique du "syst&nen').
200 Frye, supra note 9, 51.
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turn, arises from the concern of civilian writers with purism;20'they wish
to avoid the flow into legal analysis of elements perceived by them as
alien and, thus, preserve a given form of discourse from putative
foreign elements held to be undesirable. As is noted by Douglas,
'[plurity is the enemy of change, of ambiguity and compromise.'202
Thus, critical articles written by idiosyncratic voices are to be regarded
as anathema and excluded from mainstream law journals without any
Against this
further ado. Civil law editors readily practice '~ilencing.'~"~
background, is it a coincidence that the contributors to Quebec Civil Law
are fourteen academics from the same law faculty?
The tradition of reflexive allegiance to civil codifications by their
interpreters is compounded, in Quebec, by a permanent trait of
intellectual life to the effect that any autonomous position which takes
its distance from, and proves critical of, an indigenous noetic enterprise, such as the civil code, is immediately rejected as contemptuous2"
- hence the apposite designation of a Quebec intellectual as an 'aphaving rather little to d o with the
paratus i n t e l l e ~ t u a l , 'something
~~~
intellectual as Aufilarer. A documented example of this censorial
attitude is offered by a Quebec judge who tried to ensure that the civil
code would not have to face criticism either from outside or from
within the Quebec legal c ~ m m u n i t y . ~
Yet, the refusal to acknowledge a traumatizing reality remains a
function of the interests at stake. One understands, therefore, the
extreme violence of the resistance shown by the civilian - the owner of
a cultural capital -when confronted with analyses bringing to light the

201 See George Thomas Linguistic Purism (London: Longman 1991) 31, who defines
the purist as 'one who maintains a dualistic view bf a referent as containing
desirable and undesirable elements, who feels able to recognise these elements in
a given referent and who, prompted by a desire to promote its well-being and
prestige, seeks to remove those elements he deems undesirable.'
202 Douglas, supra note 153, 162.
203 This assertion can be documented.
204 See Marc-Henry Soulet Le silence des intellectuels: Ibdioscopie de 1'intellectuel qtcibkcois
(Montreal: Editions St-Martin 1987) 63: 'for the intellectual ... there is no salvation
... outside of his attachment to the Quebec oeuvre' ('pour l'intellectuel, ... il n'est
point de salut ... en dehors de son attachement 5 lloe;vre du Quebec').
205 Ibitl. 61 ('intellectuel d'appareil').
206 lean-Louis Baudouin 'Reflections on the Process of Recodification of the Quebec
Civil Code,' (1991-92) 6/7 Tul. Civ. Id. For. 283, 290, who, making reference to the
1994 Quebec civil code, claimed that critics had forfeited the right 'to cast doitbt
on the recodification of our law' apparently on account of the fact that the
recodification process was 'well underway and ... entering into its final stage.'

conditions of production and reproduction of a discourse which he
persists in denying.'"' In any civil law text, it is, thus, crucial to look for
the non-dit: the decision by a writer to ignore certain contributions (or
types of contributions) is, in and of itself, pregnant with information.
For the comparatist, the non-dit is as much part of civil law doctrine as
what the reader finds explicitly stated. Reacting to the ruthless exclusion of alternative paradigms of thought and expression that d o not
subscribe to the dogmatic order created by the reigning (civilian) academy, Frye remarks that '[t] he only way to forestall the work of criticism is through censorship, which has the same relation to criticism
that lynching has to justice.'2"@Perhaps, given this obscurantist terrorism, it is only too appropriate that the etymology of 'order' - the civil
code is an order- should suggest at once 'arrangement' and 'command,'
'organization' and 'repression.' At this point, the reader familiar with
civil law literature in Quebec may wish to consider, for instance, the
doctrinal authorities supplied - and the doctrinal authorities silenced in the chapter on contractual obligations in Quebec Civil Law.2M
Ultimately, bearing in mind that what counts as law and what is
accepted as the legal is exclusively and comprehensively determined by
civilians fro111 within the system,210the fundamental question remains
the following: how can the civilian belong to the system that pays her
and within which she purports to act as scientific scholar, while sirnultaneously taking a distance from the system such as is expected of the
woman of science and such as is a prerequisite to the formulation of a
critique of the system? How can the jurist challenge, for example, the
underlying structure on which the institutional framework rests and the
belief in the obligatory character of the civil code without having to
subscribe to the blandness and desultoriness of the presentation of the
civil law adopted by orthodox civilian doctrine (which makes any
textbook look like a company report designed to allay the fears of
shareholders) and yet without being regarded as a rebel and, therefore,
having to suffer exclusion from the debate?"' In the way the civilian
community undertakes to manage this dilemma lies the key to the

Pierre Bourdieu I,econ sur la lecon (Paris: Editions d e Minuit 1982) 30-1.
Frye, supra note 60, 4.
Supra note t, 388-431.
Bourdieu refers to '[le] droit d e [lire le droit': Bourdieu, supra note 134, 4 ('the
r i g t ~ t o say the law').
et ses
21 1 I paraphrase in part AndreJean Arnaud 'La transmission dl1 savoirju~.itliq~~e
effets politiques e t sociaux' (1980) Proces: Cahiers d'analyse politique etjuritlique,
No. 5 , 48.
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future of civil law doctrine: is one to expect yet more textbooks or
manuals o r is there finally a realistic hope of witnessing the emergence
of an intellectual tradition within the civil law world? Is the civilian
doomed to be a glossator or can he aspire to move bqond thegloss?
Epilogue: The heretical imperative
[ N ] o n c o n f o r m i s m is t h e sine qua n o n o f i n t e l l e c t u a l a c h i e v e m e n t .
- H a n n a h Arendt2I2

T o summarize: Quebec Civil Law is operating within a space circumscribed for it by its predecessor^,^'^ all party to the 'great legalistic
manipulation' which generates a huge universe of fiction, yet so real
that the civilian readily forgets its constructed c h a r a ~ t e r . ~Central
"
to
this imaginary world is, of course, the civil code as numinous document. The code symbolically represents the world as it has come to be
experienced by a group of individuals in the society where it is drafted
at a particular historical juncture: it is the distilled product from the
interaction of a range of now forgotten interpretive agendas. In the
end, civil law narratives construct a world in which values have been
defined through the selectivity and creativity of the narrator. Because
they have too much information at their disposal, the writers of a code,
when they engage in its drafting, make (unreflexive) judgments based
on their own life experiences: they determine what to include and what
to exclude. By seeking to reflect reality, the code must operate a
selection from reality, which in turn functions as a deflection of
a code does not differ from any chemistry model. Because the
landscape of reality is, in fact, too rich to be revealed with one spot-

212 Hanilah Arenclt, unpublished adclress, 1948, in Elisabeth Young-Bruehl Hannah
Arendt: For Love oJrlze World (New Haven: Yale University Press 1982) xv.
213 Stanley Fish Is 17~erea Ykxt in This Class? (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University
Press 1980) 350.
214 Legendre, supra note 119, 151 ('grande nianipulation Ikgaliste'). See also Algirdas
Julien Greimas Se'miolzqz~ecl sctotces sociales (Paris: Editions d u Seuil 19'76) 99;
Oudot, supra note 102, I, xi, where the author indicates that the focus of civilian
legal studies is n o t 'man' but rather 'an imaginary being' ('un Ptre iniaginaire').
Although my presentation has focused on the legal discourse in law, the 'manipulation' goes further, for ' [ t l h e discourse of law asserts the ability to organise in its
own grammar ant1 lexicon other dialects and itlionis': Costas Dorlzinas a n d Ronnie
Warrington Poslrnodm~Jurisprudenre (London: Routledge 1991) 161.
215 Joseph R. Gusfielcl ' I n t r o d ~ ~ c t i o nin' Kenneth Burke 011.$mboO and Society ed.
Joseph R. Gusfield (Chicago: University of Chicago Press 1989) 13.

light,21Qlearly, therefore, the code inevitably distorts or conceals the
real world: family law is totally unlike the fanlily.'"
The code, then, once having come into force, assumes a life of its
own. Although the initial determinations regarding its contents were
based on personal experience (that is, on human partiality), the
interpretive community readily forgets all about the assunlptions upon
which the code is founded. It thinks of the code as reality, as true,
forgetting that a leap was made at the early stage of selection. The
phenomenon of formalization of the object of knowledge, to the extent
that the re-presentation found in the civil code is apprehended as if it
were the real world, is also attributable to the fact that the words that
constitute the civil code appear in print: '[Wlords can more easily be
seen to be separate from things when they are seen to exist on their
own, in written form.''" A text operates an abstraction, that is, it
effectuates a universalization (it effaces specificities) and a rationalization (it resolves ambiguities) which function as a wall between the
scholar and reality (the object of knowledge) in a way that differs from
orality where the interaction between the inquirer and the object of
inquiry is more direct and dialogical: a text cannot answer questions.''"
And so 'the written word becomes a separate "thing,"'2mand the civilian
turns her attention to a type of rationality rather than to daily experience. She then purports dogmatically to reproduce to infinity a
particular discourse which, coincidentally, confers onto those who
perpetuate it the key role of high priests within the system. Through
~'
what Foucault calls '[lle moutonnement du ~ o m m e n t a i r e , ' ~the
civilian is in the service of the State and acts as its intermediary (even
though she may think that the State is outside of herself): she engages

216 Ilya Prigogine and Isabelle Stengers La nouvelle alliance (Paris: Gallimard 1979)
312-13.
217 This is not to say that, over time, one pole on the continuum may not move towards
the other. Thus, the real family may become like the family in the code or vice
versa.
~
Mind (Cambridge: Cambridge University
218 Jack Goody 771e Domesticalion 0 1 t h Savag~
Press 1977) 103.
219 Goody, supra note 80, 129. Ong makes the point that a text 'separates the knower
from the known': supra note 85, 43.
220 Goody, supra note 218, 46.
221 Foucault, supra note 170, 27. A translation of this expression seems awkward. The
imagery is that of commentaries whose authors, frightened arid apprehensive,
reflexively follow, like sheep, in the footsteps of their predecessors.

in what Rousseau called 'a purely civil profession of faith.lZz2For
Roussel, 'the interpreter is the intelligent slave of the legislator.'223The
coupling of the systematicity in which he couches his argument and the
prescriptive power inherent to a legal discourse combine to confer to
the interpreter's rhetoric a unique persuasive strength by draping it in
the aura of incontestability. Trying to accomplish 'the great dream of
the deductive synthesis, in which faith and knowledge are indissolubly
linked,'22' the civilian arrogates to himself the benefit of that strength
and derives his own Power from it.
The image that is projected - necessary for the upholding of the
myth of the good law - is that of a process which is disinterested
throughout: 'the jurisconsults acting as interpreters present themselves
~ ~ ' prestige of the civilian in civil law jurisdicas moderate s ~ h o l a r s . ' The
tions is, indeed, derived from his supposedly apolitical and relatively
non-controversial expertise in (private) law. The integrity of the
community of interpreters finds its guarantee in the presence of the
Text, which ensures interpretive subservience to itself. Accordingly, one
of the most insistent rhetorical tropes of the civil law is that a book like
QueDrc Civil Law can be written under the banner of apoliticism, that
the discourse it contains can be objective. Not only is this assertion an
illusion, but it is a dangerous i l l u s i ~ n . ~In" fact, in the way it uses only
that which is relevant to its narrative coherence, and therefore excludes
the rest, the civilian project is engaged in the development of its own,
pure, story. Every concept, by being a concept, implies a derivation.
Systematicity is not an intrinsic quality of the legal order that would
make it ontologically superior. It is simplistic to think that because
reality comes first, the civil code is necessarily a rendition of it. Systematization takes place according to a subjective criterion chosen by
the person who classifies according to the tasks she must solve.227
Actually, the code builds on the reality that it projects more than it

222 ,Jean7]acques Ror~ssear~'Du contrat social' in Rernarcl Gagnebin and Marcel
Raymontl (etls) Oeuvres compliles 111 (Paris: Gallitnard 1964) bk IV, c. 8, 468
(originally publishetl in 1762) ( ' r ~ n eprofession tle foi purement civile').
223 Atlolphe Roussel Enryclqbidie du dlail2d ed. (Brussels: Gustave Mayolez 1871) 114
('l'interprete est I'esclave intelligent d u ligislaterlr').
224 Fr),e, supra note 9, 104.
225 out lo^, supra note 102, I, xi ('les jurisconsultes interpretes se presentent coninle
tles savants motlestes') .
226 Fish, supra note 213, 43.
227 MTitoldM'olodkiewicz Ides origines romaines d~ la systhatique du droit rivil colltempornin
(M'roclaw: Ossolineum 1978) 3. I an1 greatly indebted to Dianella Melani, of the
Bi1)lioteca Mctlicea Laurenziana, in ~ l o r e n c e who
,
facilitated the consultation of
this text for me.

describes it: it is Post hoc. Christian Atias emphasizes this assertion
through a consideration of what he calls the constitution of epistemological units, that is, of units measuring the relevance of legal data
or, in other words, delineating what is regarded as relevant to a persuasive legal argument in terms of time, space, subject-matter, and
audience. One has in mind, for instance, the exclusion from the debate
within a given legal community of old decisions or foreign data or what
is regarded as 'non-legal' information. It is essential to note that these
delineating units are not established ex post facto, which would assume
that all possible knowledge would have been gathered together and
that a sifting process would then have taken place against various
parameters. Rather, they are determined ex ante facto and, therefore,
colour the collection of that data which is considered relevant by
commentators. Of course, the fascinating question is how such units
come to inhabit the collective consciousness of a legal community.
How to justify, for example, the emergence of a given division of
subject-matters which prompts an academic to ignore a particular case
because it falls outside a given field? How to account for the fact that,
at a particular point, the past ceases to be significant? How to explain
that other (that is, foreign) experiences of legal order are readily
perceived as irrelevant? Why is a particular body of information considered sufficient? Clearly, to go beyond the traditional epistemological
units prevailing in any given legal community becomes difficult as one
must then challenge the intellectual habits of that community conditioned as it is by such factors as the cultural background of
lawyers, their legal training, their idea of their role in society - in order
to bring to its attention data outside the usual boundaries. The regulatory nature of these epistemological units and the reductionism they
necessarily entail contribute to the establishment of a hierarchy of
arguments: the impact on teaching and literature about the law must
be o b v i o ~ s The
. ~ ~ veneration of the civilian for the code betrays the
fact that the code is more an artefact, the essential meaning of which is
found outside the system, than it is an exercise in formal logic. Against
that background, it remains endlessly captivating how the civil law
teacher persistently 'choose[s] not to characterize it as an arbitrary or
politically biased practice which has recourse to linguistics only to veil
the naked application of i n t e r e ~ t . ' ' ~

228 Christian Atias Episttmologie du droit (Paris: Presses universitaires cle France 1994)

77-85.
229 Ian Maclean Interpretation and Meaning i n the Renaissance (Canibriclge: Canibriclge
University Press 1992) 7.
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The civilian project, offered to us as a science, is not innocent.
There is prejudice, misunderstanding, ignorance, and fallibility.
Bergson's observations are apt: '[Tlhe normal work of intelligence is
far from being disinterested work. We do not aim, in general, to know
for knowing, but to know to take a side, to make a profit, in sum, to
satisfy an interest.'230There is repression in the act of constant reiteration: there takes place an active denial of plurality. Indeed, it is arguable that tbe civil law defines itself in terms of this institutional and
intellectual closure. The situation is exacerbated in a legal system like
Quebec's: monolithism and ethnocentrism are even more seductive for
a mentaliti de sur~ivance.~~'
'The cult of the text, the primacy of doctrine and of exegesis go
together with a practical denial of the economic and social reality and
a refusal of any scientific apprehension of that reality.'232Nowhere
more so than in Quebec Civil Law's surveys of the various branches of
the civil law is the studied indifference of the civilian to the relationship between law and society made apparent. The academic who researches the civil law perceives his subject as an autonomous field,
regardless of time and place, and understands it largely according to
issues not contexts, that is, approaches it in a formalistic way with little,
if any, interdisciplinary sensibility. Robert Gordon notes 'the old
Formalist belief that only specialized-law-stuff-separate-from-politics is
There is, therefore, no acknowledgement that law is embedded
within a specific temporal and geographic context and within a given
social and cultural scheme; that law is but a re-presentation of the
manner in which we experience social relations, of the way we see the
world. Legal knowledge is kept apart from its natural place amongst the
social sciences or the humanities. Legendre adroitly refers to the 'inhumanity' of legal k n o ~ l e d g eIn
. ~Quebec
~
Civil Law, civil law doctrine is
seen to assume its self-ascribed, post-Enlightenment, complacent
destiny marked by autonomy and, specifically, (alleged) autonomy
230 Henri Bergson IA pens& el k mouvant (Paris: Presses universitaires de France 1938)
198-9 ('le travail normal de I'intelligence est loin d'Ctre un travail disintiressi.
Nous ne visons pas, en giniral, 5 connaitre pour connaitre, mais 5 connaitre pour
un parti 5 prendre, pour un profit 5 retirer, enfin pour un int6ri.t 5 satisfaire').
231 Cf. Christian Atias Savdr d e j~uges et savoir des juristes (Montreal: Centre de recherche en droit privi et cornpari du Quibec 1990) 33.
232 Bourdieu, supra note 134, 18 ('le crllte dn texte, le primat de la doctrine et de
l'exigi.se ... vont de pair ... avec une dintgation pratique de la rialiti iconomique
et sociale et un refus de toute apprehension scientifique de cette rialiti').
233 Robert W. Gordon 'Critical Legal Histories' (1984) 36 Stan. LR 57, 122-3 (emphasis original).
234 Legenclre, supra note 119, 154 ('inhunianiti').

from politics. The detached discourse produced by the contributors
'cluster[s] around the poles of the mechanical, efficient, and stanIt seeks, by
dardizing, versus the cultural, social, and hist~ricizing."~~
offering itself as a coherent and luminous whole, to achieve an aesthetic ideal that requires the exclusion of moral, cultural, and political
elements. In this way, the identity of any of the expository chapters
within Quebec Civil Law is not only positive, in that it is of the book and
shares a common identity with all the other chapters in the book, but
also negative, in that it is distinct from social reality, which is not
accounted for in the book. A brief illustration must suffice.
In the section on lease, the writer notes that 'the lessee has a ...
fundamental obligation: to use the thing as a prudent and reasonable
person (art. 1617, para.
There seems little awareness, however, of
the capital political ramifications flowing from this (time-honoured)
formula. While he intones them like a mantra, the writer does not
remark on the ambivalence emerging from words which disclose a
confusion between the descriptive order and the realm of ideals. No
notice is taken of the fact that the referential notion of 'prudent and
reasonable person' erases the necessary distance between the average
and the ideal citizen. On the one hand, the behaviour of the 'prudent
and reasonable person' is offered as a model. But, on the other hand,
this model is itself constituted from what we assume to be the habitual
and spontaneous behaviour of the average citizen, normally respectful
of another's property. Indeed, the use of words like 'reasonable' hides
the arbitrary character of the judicial appreciation and the fact that, in
the end, it is the judge who decides what is normal. The normal is not
'out there' for everyone to see: it is constituted by, and instituted
through, a judgment which is necessarily s~bjective.'~'
Yet, the obvious
socio-political implications following upon the use of a phrase such as
the 'prudent and reasonable person' are not treated by the civilian as a
topic fit for scholarly debate or investigation. Nor is he preoccupied to
ascertain the (political) reasons underlying the use of the very word
'person' in preference to 'man.' Such matters simply do riot concern
the pristine, apolitical civil law. Thus, 'the law becomes a sort of reality
imposed upon the social given, shaping it, and becoming in the end
more "true" than the
There ensues a dicalage between the law
235 Paul Rabinow Frmch h f o d m (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press 1989) 58.
236 Supra note t, 544.
237 I follow Loschak 'Droit, ~lormalitiet normalisatio~l'in I,e droil etz ptocis supra note
162, 71.
238 .Jacques Ellul Hstoire des instilulims 111: IA A f q m Age 9th ed. (Paris: Presses
universitaires de France 1982) 27 ('Le droit devient une sorte de rialit6 in1posi.e
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and the facts - what Foucault might have referred to as a divorce
between 'les mots et les ~ h o s e s "-~ with
~
the consequence that the
private legal order propounded by the community of civilian writers
becomes increasingly detached from the world it is supposed to have
seized and to be faithfully rendering.
I d o not propound the extreme view that legal forms and practices
can be explained in full by making reference to political, economic,
and socio-cultural factors. But, even if I accept that, within limits, these
forms and practices arise and operate as independent variables in the
imperative to acknowledge the
field of social e x p e r i e n ~ e ,it~ 'remains
~
impossibility of formal closure as proposed by Quebec Civil Law (and its
predecessors). Thus, Godel's theorem - which Douglas Hofstadter
percipiently notes can suggestively be translated into other domains
provided one specifies in advance that the translation is metaphorical
and not intended to be used literally - shows that the search for a
totalizing theory is an illusion: no sufficiently complex (mathematical)
system can sin~ultaneouslyachieve conlpleteness and con~istency.~"
Edgar Morin reinforces this argument: 'any conceptual system that is
sufficiently rich necessarily includes questions to which it cannot
answer by itself, but to which it can only answer by referring to what is
outside of
There is, indubitably, a need for a profound realignment in the
discursive field occupied by traditional civil law doctrine. Plainly, it
appears futile to worry extensively about abstract definitions and
categorizations (such as is advocated, in typical civilian fashion, in the
section introducing obligations o r in that describing 'innominate
contracts' in Quebec Civil Law) .2'3 It would prove more heuristic and
more ethnographic to explore how these definitions and categories
have come to arise and how they have been understood and used by
their self-interpretive community. In other words, the civilian lawyer
ought to become increasingly aware of her mythological conditioning
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arl tlonnC social, le mettant en forme, et finissant en sonime par devenit- plus "vrai"
clue les faits').
Forlcault, supra note 29.
I closely paraphrase Gortloti, srtpra note 233, 101.
Douglas K. Hofstaclter Godel, Esrher, Bach: An Grenlal Golden Braid (New York:
Vintage 1989) 696 ancl 265, respectively.
Etlgar Morin 'EpistCniologir cle la complexit&' [I9841 Rrvue de In recherchejuridique
47, G3-4 ('tout systeme conceptuel suffisaniment riche inclut n6cessairement cles
tluestiotis al~xquellesil ne p r u t pas repondre cle l u i - m h e , mais auxquelles il n e
peut repondre qu'en se rGf6rant i I'exterieur cle ce systeme').
Supra note t, 378-88 ant1 507-12, respectively.

so as to extricate herself from herself-as-civilian to an extent that will
allow her to articulate more dialogically and less disjunctively the
relationship between the ineffable reality and her doctrinal work.
Specifically, she ought to realize that ' [t]he virtues of clarity, certainty,
and institutional autonomy are contingent, not ab~olute.'~"
It is arguable, moreover, that the civilian's traditional quest for rationality,
foreseeability, and coherence strikes a profoundly anti-humanist note.
A valuable
What is needed, in sum, is 'a bit of detergent di~course.'~'~
start towards an enhanced understanding of law in society would be
made if only the civilian could acknowledge that a 'law-asrules'
representation of the legal world intervenes as an epistemological
barrier to kgal knowledge, that it leads the jurist astray by suggesting
that to have knowledge of the law is to have knowledge of the rules
(and that to have knowledge of the rules is to have knowledge of the
law).""
Ever since Justinian's experiment, civilians have maintained a
conventionalized way of talking about the law that has privileged
boundary-speech and that has used the speech of law unthinkingly as
an explanatory resource in itself. In the process, civilian writers have
created discrete ontological zones both between the law and the
outside world, on the one hand, and within the law itself, on the other.
My plea could be said to be for a move away from a process of purification to one of hybridization. But the case is more complex than it
appears, for it is arguable that, unbeknownst to civilians themselves,
hybridization has always been a feature of their discourse no matter
how formalistic it has chosen to make itself. Because the doctrine of
formalism is itselfa political practice and since the option in favour of
formalism is, therefore, a political decision, the civil law has always
been more than a technique and has always been, also, politics and culture (and so much more). My contention is, thus, that civilians ought
to acknowledge that, under the fig-leaf of formalism, their dogmatic
constructions are inevitably political. Yet, the condition of the present
must dictate one's view of the future. The day is far away when the

244 Philip Selznick The Moral Commmruealth (Berkeley: University of California Press
1992) 437.
245 Roland Bnrfhes par Roland Barfhes (Paris: Editions du Seuil 1975) 126 ('un peu de
discours detergent').
246 For the concept of 'epistemological barrier' ('obstacle t?pistemologique'), see
Gaston Bachelard La formalion de 1'e.sfi.t scialifique 14th ed. (Paris: Vrin 1989)
passim (originally published in 1938). For an application to civil law, see generally
Michel Miaille Une intladuclion critique au droit (Paris: F r a n ~ o i sMaspero 1976)
37-68.

psittacine race of civilian writers that has marked the civil law tradition
becomes extinct as the dodo. It is most unlikely that the next edition of
Quebec Civil Law - that which will take into account the new Quebec
civil code which came into force on 1January 1994 -will mark a break
with the mechanistic tradition that has become second nature for the
civilian. But, meanwhile, the civilian academy can at least be examined
for what it is: it represents a perspective, if an impoverished one, on the
law in society. For all its imperious claims to Truth, it certainly does not
offer the perspective on the law in society. Civilian legal thought is
simply one instance in an infinite series of arational and equally
possible attempts to capture social experience in reproducible form.2"
Because legal discourse is inherently political, the threat must come
from the existence of a homogeneous discourse focusing on the sempiternity of the Text like that propagated by the civilian academy for
more than fourteen centuries - an orthodoxy whose commitment to
the pursuit of Truth proves inimical to scholarship. The promise is a
discourse that remains critical and plural. The most urgent civilian
project must be, therefore, to do away with doctrine-ashomily and to
recuperate the counter-memories of the civil law, to bring to light what
has been repressed. As George Steiner asserts: 'There are questions we
nust be tactless and undiplomatic enough to raise if we are to stay
honest with ourselves and our students.'248
W.H. Auden, who must have had something of the civilian in him
when he wrote 'Law Like Love,' could easily have pointed to much of
Quebec Civil Law in support of his disillusioned remark:
Law, says the priest with a priestly look,
Expounding to an ~~npriestly
people,
Law is the words in my priestly book,
Law is my pulpit and my steeple.'"
Commenting on Wagner's Parsifal, Nietzsche thought it 'too Christian,
chronological, limited.'250Quebec Civil Law is not Parsifal, and I am not
Nietzsche. But, it is 'too Christian, chronological, limited.'

247 I very closely paraphrase Gary Peller 'The Metaphysics of American Law' (1985) 73
Gal$ LR 1151, 1155.
248 George Steiner 'To Civilize our Gentlemen' in Steiner Langz~nge and Silence
(London: Faber & Faber 1967) 82.
249 W.H. Auden 'Law Like Love' in Edward Mendelson (ed.) CoUecled POOILS(London:
Faber & Faber 1976) 208.
250 Giorgio Colli and Mazzino Montinari (eds) Nietuche B~iefruechselII/5: Friedrich
Nieluche Brieje: Januar 1875 - Daonber 1879 (Berlin: de Gruyter 1980) 300 (letter of
4 Janualy 1878 to Reinhart von Seydlitz) ('zu christlich zeitlich beschriinkt').

